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Executive summary
Under the visionary leadership of the Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman, the First Five Year Plan (1973-78) was formulated to guide the transformation
of the country into ‘Sonar Bangla’, a country free of poverty and hunger along with rapid
income growth and shared prosperity. In pursuance of the philosophy and path of
development articulated by Bangabandhu the Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
recognized the critical importance of effective planning for rapid development and building
an inclusive and prosperous society by presiding over the formulation of several mediumterm and long-term development plans.
Returning to power in 2009, the Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina reiterated her
solidarity with the people and commitment to fight poverty by announcing the Vision 2021
and the associated Perspective Plan 2021 (PP2021) that sought to achieve middle
income status by 2021, improve human development and sharply reduce poverty. Astute
political leadership and deft economic management by the Honorable Prime Minister
allowed Bangladesh to enjoy an uninterrupted 10 years of economic prosperity between
FY2009 and FY2019. This period saw per capita income rise from USD 754 to USD 2064,
life expectancy increased from 67 years to 73 years, adult literacy expanded from 58% to
75%, poverty incidence fell from 35% to 20% and extreme poverty rate declined from 18%
to 10%. Growing at an average pace of 7% per year during this period, Bangladesh is
amongst the fastest growing countries in the world. As a result, Bangladesh moved out
from the World Bank-defined list of low-income countries (LIC) to Lower Middle-Income
Country (LMIC) in 2015, much earlier than the targeted date of 2021, and in 2018, it met
all the UN criteria to graduate from the list of Least Developed Countries (LDC) to a
developing country. Bangladesh is expected to formally graduate from LDC in 2024. This
is certainly one of the remarkable achievements for Bangladesh in her post-independence
era.
Building on these achievements, the government adopted the Vision 2041 and the
associated Perspective Plan 2041 (FY2021-41) that sets the road map to become an
Upper Middle-Income Country (UMIC) and eliminate extreme poverty by FY2031, and to
achieve a High-Income Country (HIC) status by FY2041. The 8th Five Year Plan (FY202125) is the first of four five-year plans that will provide the roadmap to reaching the ultimate
objectives of PP2041. The 8th FYP is being launched as the country celebrates the
centennial birth anniversary of the father of the nation as well as the golden jubilee of
independence in 2021.
Regrettably, the Bangladesh economy was pummelled by the Covid-19 pandemic shock
in 2020 which struck at a time when the economy was on a stable trajectory of high GDP
growth averaging 7-8%. To pull the economy out of the depths of a health-cum-economic
shock and restore it to the path of reaching the goal of becoming an upper middle-income
country (UMIC) by 2031 as envisaged in the government’s perspective plan 2041
(PP2041), it will require vision and strong commitment to reforms in order to stay
competitive in the world market.
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Trade has been an engine of growth and major source of job creation for Bangladesh.
Ever since the trade liberalisation episode of the early 1990s, both trade and GDP growth,
along with poverty reduction, have experienced a secular improvement decade after
decade. Trade openness, measured by the share of imports and exports to GDP, climbed
up substantially since the trade liberalisation policies of early 1990s. Consequently,
Bangladesh today is far more integrated with the world economy than it was in the early
1990s. Exports, however, have been under pressure during the 7 th Five Year Plan.
Following sluggish growth since 2016, FY2020 was already showing an export decline of
about 6% by March 2020. COVID-19 came as a shock to exports as importing nations
came under lockdown, and retail outlets and buyers started cancelling export orders of
about $3 billion by April 2020. That month exports slumped to a mere $500 million,
followed by three more months of slumping exports. Exports in FY2020 are down 17%
from the FY2019 level, at about $32.8 billion. The 8 th FYP is committed to addressing the
challenges posed to the economy by the Covid-19 shock before resuming progress along
the past growth trajectory.
Thus far, Bangladesh’s Covid-19 impact on exports appears muted, as the export slump
in the initial months of the Covid-19 onslaught was not persistent to cause any serious
damage to foreign exchange earnings, thanks to revival of cancelled export orders, import
slowdown and record remittance inflows, all contributing to a comfortable level of foreign
exchange reserves. However, that should not lead to any complacency with regard to the
need for vigorous efforts to set the house in order in order to take up the challenges that
post-Covid-19 world economy will be posing for Bangladesh. The sluggish import
performance will rebound and exports need to grow on a diversified product basis to
provide support to the acceleration of manufacturing growth and employment. Indeed,
this crisis could be the shock that becomes the trigger for some structural reforms that
have become due in the trade area, particularly to address the challenges of global
competitiveness on the one hand and domestic trade policy conflicts that creates antiexport bias sapping incentives for non-RMG exports with consequent lack of export
diversification.
On the trade policy front, the immediate response of the government to tackle the Covid19
pandemic was to address any potential threat to food security by securing import supplies
of food grains, and keeping import channels of food products and related consumer goods
open. A smart move that was taken was the waiver of tariffs on a large list of Covid-related
medical equipment and pharmaceutical products. Simultaneously, the easing up of export
channels helped significant expansion in exports of PPEs (personal protection
equipment) from Bangladesh to meet immediate demand in several destination countries.
Bangladesh Bank eased credit regulations for lending to export-oriented industries
besides expanding low-interest lending facilities (to cover salaries and working capital).
Furthermore, export incentives were ramped up by expanding coverage of EDF and preshipment CRS while continuing with the cash incentives (1% for RMG and 2% for
remittances) instituted in the previous year. While these immediate measures have
mitigated the short-term challenge from the trade and output shock, much more will have
to be done on the trade policy front in order for exports to recover at a robust pace by
quickly seizing emerging opportunities in the post-Covid world economy.
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For the $325 billion Bangladesh economy, exports are and will continue to be driver of
jobs and growth. The export performance during the 1990s and the first 15 years of the
21st century registered double-digit annual growth rates, albeit on the back of one product
group – readymade garment (RMG), which dominated exports with an 84% share in
FY2019. Along with this success emerged a new phenomenon – backward linkage
industries of primary textiles (yarn and fabric production) and accessories (e.g.
packaging, buttons, labels). This backward linkage export-oriented (labelled “deemed
exports”) industry group is now nearly $25 billion strong, next only to the RMG industry.
As long as globalisation is alive and well, strong future potential beckons the RMG and
backward linkage industries, along with many new export products that regularly emerge
in the Bangladesh export basket, but so far has not shown lasting capacity. With around
2 million young people entering the job market every year and an $80 trillion global
marketplace, Bangladesh has to break into new markets with old and new products to
fulfil its vision of export-led growth and greater employment opportunities. Once the
Covid-19 pandemic is effectively brought under control and the economy is back on its
previous growth path, several sequential policy actions are envisaged in the 8 th FYP to
eliminate policy barriers and enhance the competitiveness of key performing sectors for
better export performance. These include modernising the trade infrastructure, ensuring
standards and compliance, improving availability of and access to finance and gaining
access to burgeoning markets.
The country’s current trade policy is geared towards continued support to the leading
export sector – labour-intensive apparel making -- providing the sector essentially a free
trade channel (duty-free exports and imports) in a high tariff regime. These policies
proved tremendously effective in putting Bangladesh in the world’s map as a leading
readymade garment exporter. But efforts at achieving any measure of success in
stimulating export response from the relatively less-established and emerging exports
(such as agro-processing, footwear and leather goods, plastics, light engineering
products, diversified jute goods, etc.), have proved inconsequential in getting any traction
in fulfilling the objective of promoting export diversification. Vigorous and concerted efforts
and effective policies will be required in the post-Covid-19 period to sustain long-term
robust export performance to drive high growth and export diversification.
A review of the current trade regime as it pertains to export performance shows that for
the past 20 years stasis has got a grip on the policy regime. This is unlikely to pass muster
in a more challenging world economy in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic when all
economies, developed and developing, will be frantically trying to eke out market share
from sluggish global trade and output growth, which could be the new normal. For
Bangladesh, it calls for a more robust approach to revamping trade policy. Some new
thinking and strategic new directions in trade policy orientation, with significant departures
from past approaches, have become the national imperative for successful export-push
policies for industrialisation during the 8th FYP period.
Thus, streamlining and mainstreaming trade and trade policies over the next five years or
so will be the most important policy challenge to deal with given the past history of
protectionism. Then, there is the burning issue of ensuring competitiveness in a dynamic
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global marketplace. The competitiveness agenda is getting increasingly more challenging
in the era of Industry 4.0 (4IR) and the associated technology revolution, and automation.
Trade preferences and trade concessions seek to compensate for some of the inherent
vulnerabilities of LDCs. These vulnerabilities often include the high cost of production
owing to infrastructure constraints and other domestic policy-induced rigidities. Indeed,
global evidence shows that high trade logistic cost often imposes a higher cost
disadvantage than trade taxes in developing countries. Evidence from Bangladesh also
shows that there are many behind-the-border constraints that increase the cost of
production and trading across borders thus undermining export competitiveness. But
Bangladesh is also unique among developing economies to suffer from unbridled and
protracted protectionist policies that severely undermine export incentives. This must
change in the post-Covid19 world if Bangladesh aspires to achieve sustained GDP growth
of 8%+ over the next decade.
The export development strategy articulated in this document is wholly consistent with
the Government’s 8th Five Year Plan (FY21-25) and built on three critical trade policy
pillars elaborated in the document:
 The Incentive Challenge for Export Diversification
 Behind-the-Border Measures for Export Competitiveness
 Seeking Market Access Opportunities
The key elements of this trade strategy and policy agenda include the following:


New approach to protection policy: High protection for a long period creates
inefficiency and undermines competitiveness over the long-term. Consider
reviewing protection policy, scale down the level of protection, and institute a
mechanism of time-bound and performance-based protection for importsubstitutes, as well as exports that receive cash subsidies.



Tariff rationalisation: Bangladesh tariffs, nominal and effective protection levels are
among the highest in the world. In addition, tariff escalation, and the spread
between NPR on output and inputs is too high. Recognizing that a high tariff regime
undermines export competitiveness, it is time to seriously start scaling back NPR
on domestically produced final consumer goods. NBR must adopt a strategy of
lowering average NPRs by 3-5 percentage points every year until 2025, largely by
reducing NPR on import-substitute consumer goods.



Access to world-priced (duty-free) inputs must be ensured to all exports: The
spectacular success of RMG industry has not been replicated. A major reason for
this is the existence of anti-export bias in non-RMG export production. To replicate
RMG success in other labor-intensive production, the facility of duty-free imported
inputs must be provided even to firms that export part of their total production. The
policy for providing duty-free inputs for export production is not a privilege (or
support) but a requirement for all export production in order to be on a level playing
field with global competitors who have access to world-priced inputs. Export
success calls for a policy environment with zero anti-export bias. As long as the
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highly protective tariff regime persists, there is no option but to ensure duty-free
access through bonded system to all exporters desiring to expand exports.


Competitive exchange rates for all exporters must be ensured. Exchange rate
appreciation hurts exports by making them less competitive in the world market. In
the past five years, significant appreciation of the exchange rate, signaled by the
sharp rise in REER index, has been hurting exporters who are crying for subsidies.
An exchange rate depreciation (say, 5%) is equivalent to a cash subsidy acrossthe-board for all exports. It is more equitable and transparent than any selective
cash subsidy to specific exports. The inflationary effects originating from higher
import prices can be effectively neutralized by appropriate revenue-neutral tariff
adjustments. It would be all but impossible to achieve export success in the postCovid-19 world economy if the exchange rate continues to remain appreciated.



Intermediate goods sector needs a boost: Some 98% of Bangladesh’s exports are
final consumer products with little or no intermediate goods in the export basket.
As high protection is provided to mostly consumer goods, trade and domestic
policies have an anti-intermediate goods bias. This needs to change as trade in
intermediate goods is the fastest component of global trade. Bangladesh needs to
exploit the opportunities created by cross-border production networks (GVCs) to
produce and export intermediate goods that could be assembled elsewhere.



Resolve behind-the-border issues to strengthen export competitiveness. For
effective export promotion, in addition to the export policies, a set of other
complementary policies and programs are critically required. Stability of the
macroeconomic environment, effectiveness of the export promoting and
supporting institutions, and smooth functioning of the financial markets are
necessities. Furthermore, the quality of governance should be improved through
promoting transparency and accountability, and by reducing the extent of
corruption. The government should also take an effective role in technology
diffusion and in providing appropriate physical infrastructural facilities.



Improve access to long-term and short-term financing: It must be made available
to both large and small exporters in a country where large numbers of small
exporters are unable to scale up their export activities due to various constraints.



Boost inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI): Partnership with good international
investors that can support technology transfer, create market access abroad and
jobs at home, can be the ultimate boost for diversification of our exports. Most
important for the next decade, FDI can help bridge the technology gap and make
Bangladesh manufacturing catch up with the latest advancement in global
manufacturing. The Vietnam experience in this regard is one to emulate.



Provide government support to open new export markets: As trade preferences
get phased out over the 5-10 years in developed markets, government assistance
and support through embassies become even more critical for successful market
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penetration in the largest global markets, such as EU, North America, Japan, and
emerging economies.


Ensure policy flexibility to address emerging concerns in a timely manner: Not all
good policies always produce their intended outcome. Experience of successful
export economies shows how flexibility in policy implementation averts crisis.
When a policy does not yield results there should be scope for changing directions.



Participate actively and strategically in Trade Agreements with Regional
Communities: The vast majority of WTO member countries would like to see a
reformed and more effective multilateral trading system. Bangladesh, which has
benefited from the multilateral regime as an LDC, may use the special dispensation
for LDCs for the remaining years (until 2024) but will have to prepare for the stiffer
competition our firms will face in the global market, once the preferential access
provision evaporates following graduation. Furthermore, it must seek market
access under various bilateral and regional trade and investment agreements.
Markets in Asia are growing faster than any other region of the world and ADB
projects that by 2050 50% of global GDP will be in Asia. Two regional trading
arrangements that hold tremendous potential for trade and investment are RCEP
(ASEAN+) and CPTPP which together will constitute the bulk of the Asian market
of the future. Bangladesh would be well advised to reach trading arrangements
with these groupings. But that could be an uphill task given the current high tariff
regime in Bangladesh and the enormous resistance from domestic import
substitution industries to any reduction of protective tariffs. The political economy
challenge is considerable but a breakthrough is essential in this area.



Ensure full compliance with all WTO regulations: It is critically important to
conduct trade policy that maximizes its potential to contribute to economic
growth while minimizing the risks that it will generate waste and rent-seeking.
There is no inconsistency with this strategy and the need to ensure compliance
with WTO regulations. As a founding member, Bangladesh benefited
substantially from WTO membership as an LDC. As it graduates from LDC
status, Bangladesh should ensure that the industrial policy is WTO-consistent
and is comprehensive rather than target specific sectors; that is, there should be
a concerted effort to shift toward more generic policies for promoting industrial
development. Policies related to infrastructure, human capital formation,
innovation through more R&D, and diffusion of technology are now critical for
export competitiveness. WTO-consistent industrial policy instruments for
Bangladesh would include tariffs (within bound rates); subsidies for regional
connectivity, R&D, and the environment; and export promotion measures such
as credit and insurance schemes at subsidized rates, concessional tax and duty
provisions, and export processing zones (EPZ) and special economic zones
(SEZ).
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1. Covid-19 pandemic-driven global backdrop
Any future strategy for export development must begin by addressing the immediate
challenge presented by the Covid-19 shock to the economy. The Covid-19 pandemic shook
the world in 2020 as a ‘Black Swan’ event – unpredictable, with high impact. The fallout
is a global health-cum-economic crisis that has profound implications for Bangladesh’s
short-, medium- and long-term economic prospects. Arguably, rather than this remaining
just a regional or national outbreak, financial and economic globalisation and the
interconnectedness of peoples across the world have had a role to play in making this a
global pandemic. Never in history has there been such a wholesale suspension of
physical movement of people across borders – by land, sea and air. Within borders,
country after country has had to take the extreme measure of wholesale lockdown and
suspension of regular economic and social activities – something humanity had taken for
granted. At the close of the year 2020, the pandemic persisted, with another surge in the
making. For all the good news, a vaccine that is effective and available for global
distribution is still several months away. Globally, 45 million cases have been recorded,
with over 1 million deaths and counting.
According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) October 2020 World Economic
Outlook, the global economy is estimated to have contracted by -4.4% in 2020 while the
negative trade shock is expected to be -10%. Consequently, this is not just a health care
challenge of gigantic proportions but also has brought on a kind of economic crisis that
this interconnected world has never seen. The expected decline in trade volumes largely
reflects weak final demand from consumers and firms in the synchronised global
downturn. However, the IMF expects that trade restrictions (e.g. on medical supplies and
through knee-jerk protectionist moves) and supply chain disruptions will be found to play
a limited role in the collapse. Moreover, counting on the good performance seen during
the second and third quarters of 2020, the projection for 2021 is optimistic, with 5.2%
growth in global output and 8% growth in trade expected. Given the global nature of the
shock and the common challenges across countries, what is evident is that this healthcum-economic crisis represents a multilateral phenomenon that calls for multilateral
solutions. Hopefully, this will trigger a resurgence of the Bretton Woods mentality, to
restore some of the fading unity of globalism and multilateralism of the past decade.
Indeed, what has indeed become clearer as we grapple with the pandemic is the
likelihood of the emergence of a new post-Covid world order, in terms of geopolitics and
geo-economics. The pandemic will intensify forces of change that were already playing
out in the world economy – positive and negative forces – accelerating changes in trade
integration, technological transformation and connectivity, the global financial architecture
and economic policy. The age of ‘hyper-globalisation’ that brought huge dividends for the
Bangladeshi economy and society may be all but over. Leading trade economists believe
that the pandemic will not end globalisation but will definitely lead to a re-plotting of the
inexorable path to global integration. These developments will have impacts on
Bangladesh’s trade prospects in the foreseeable future.
At the end of this episode, it is doubtful if any economy in this globalized world will remain
unscathed. That includes Bangladesh. Nevertheless, national priorities are clear: the health
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crisis must be tackled head on to save lives first, then comes the challenge of rebooting the
economy.
In the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic, development strategies in Bangladesh must follow
two tracks: (a) an immediate-term strategy to cope with Covid-19 demand-supply shocks –
global and national -- and stimulate economic recovery, and (b) a medium- and longer-term
strategy to resume the economy’s growth trajectory of pre-Covid decade. An immediate and
sustained recovery is critical for Bangladesh in light of the impending graduation from LDC
status in 2024 and aspiring to become an upper-middle income country (UMIC) with zero
extreme poverty by 2031. Both tracks however require robust trade and export performance.
Hence, the urgency for a post-Covid19 export development strategy, which has also been
duly recognized and incorporated in the 8th FYP.
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2.

Bangladesh development context

Under the visionary leadership of the Father of the Nation, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman, the First Five Year Plan (1973-78) was formulated to guide the transformation
of the country into ‘Sonar Bangla’, a country free of poverty and hunger along with rapid
income growth and shared prosperity. In pursuance of the philosophy and path of
development articulated by Bangabandhu the Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
recognized the critical importance of effective planning for rapid development and building
an inclusive and prosperous society by presiding over the formulation of several mediumterm and long-term development plans.
Returning to power in 2009, the Honorable Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina reiterated her
solidarity with the people and commitment to fight poverty by announcing the Vision 2021
and the associated Perspective Plan 2021 (PP2021) that sought to achieve middle
income status by 2021, improve human development and sharply reduce poverty. Astute
political leadership and deft economic management by the Honorable Prime Minister
allowed Bangladesh to enjoy an uninterrupted 10 years of economic prosperity between
FY2009 and FY2019. This period saw per capita income rise from USD 754 to USD 2064,
life expectancy increased from 67 years to 73 years, adult literacy expanded from 58% to
75%, poverty incidence fell from 35% to 20% and extreme poverty rate declined from 18%
to 10%. Growing at an average pace of 7% per year during this period, Bangladesh is
amongst the fastest growing countries in the world. As a result, Bangladesh moved out
from the World Bank-defined list of low-income countries (LIC) to Lower Middle-Income
Country (LMIC) in 2015, much earlier than the targeted date of 2021, and in 2018, it met
all the UN criteria to graduate from the list of Least Developed Countries (LDC) to a
developing country. Bangladesh is expected to formally graduate from LDC in 2024. This
is certainly one of the remarkable achievements for Bangladesh in her post-independence
era.
Building on these achievements, the government adopted the Vision 2041 and the
associated Perspective Plan 2041 (FY2021-41) that sets the road map to become an
Upper Middle-Income Country (UMIC) and eliminate extreme poverty by FY2031, and to
achieve a High-Income Country (HIC) status by FY2041. The 8th Five Year Plan (FY202125), Promoting Prosperity and Fostering Inclusiveness, is the first of four five-year
plans that will provide the roadmap to reaching the ultimate objectives of PP2041. The 8 th
FYP is being launched as the country celebrates the centennial birth anniversary of the
father of the nation as well as the golden jubilee of independence in 2021.
Regrettably, the Bangladesh economy was pummelled by the Covid-19 pandemic shock
in 2020 which struck at a time when the economy was on a stable trajectory of high GDP
growth averaging 7-8%. To pull the economy out of the depths of a health-cum-economic
shock and restore it to the path of reaching the goal of becoming an upper middle-income
country (UMIC) by 2031 as envisaged in the government’s perspective plan 2041
(PP2041), it will require vision and strong commitment to trade policy reforms in order to
stay competitive in the world market.
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For developing economies like Bangladesh, export is one pathway to integrating with and
leveraging the dynamic potential of the global economy, to generate rapid inclusive growth,
create jobs in large numbers, and reduce poverty fast. Unlike historical growth rates, it is
now possible for developing economies like Bangladesh to grow at 7–10% annually. But
that requires leveraging the enabling effect of the huge market in the rapidly integrating
global economy. Globalisation, coupled with instantaneous transmission of digitised
information, results in acceleration and augmentation of the flow of knowledge,
technology and learning. Properly harnessing these global forces will enable Bangladesh
to grow at higher rates in future – rates that were simply not possible before. Covid-19
crisis is a temporary shock from which the economy will recover, sooner the better. Trade
is the conduit through which a rapid recovery can happen. In the 1990s, Bangladesh
wholeheartedly embraced the paradigm of outward-oriented trade and export-led growth
strategy for development, a strategy that yielded enormous growth, employment, and
poverty dividends for nearly three decades (Ahmed and Sattar 2004). There is strong
justification for continuing and even deepening this strategy for the next decades.
Recognizing that Bangladesh’s future industrial prospects will be intricately linked to the
projected trends in (a) global and regional trade in a highly competitive environment, (b)
the future of globalisation, and (c) the evolution of trade policies determined by the
transformation of manufacturing and services of the future, it is imperative to develop an
integrated export strategy for future growth and job creation in Bangladesh building on the
interplay of these three interlinked and strategic forces that can propel Bangladesh
comfortably out of the Covid-19 slump and fuel rapid growth and economic recovery.
For the $325 billion Bangladesh economy, exports are and will continue to be the driver
of jobs and growth. Unlike in the past, export performance during the 1990s and the first
15 years of the 21st century registered double-digit annual growth rates, albeit on the back
of one product group – readymade garment (RMG) exports, which dominated exports
with an 84% share in FY2019. Along with this success emerged a new phenomenon –
backward linkage industries of primary textiles (yarn and fabric production) and
accessories (e.g. packaging, buttons, labels). This backward linkage export-oriented
(labelled “deemed exports”) industry group is now nearly $25 billion strong, next only to
RMG industry, and a force to be reckoned with.
As long as globalisation is alive and well, strong future potential beckons our RMG and
backward linkage industries, along with many new export products that regularly emerge
in our export basket, but so far has not shown lasting capacity. With around 2 million
young people entering the job market every year and an $80 trillion global marketplace,
Bangladesh has to break into new markets with old and new products to fulfil its vision of
export-led growth and greater employment opportunities. Once the Covid-19 pandemic is
effectively brought under control and the economy is back on its previous growth path, as
envisaged under the 8th FYP, several sequential policy actions are required to eliminate
policy barriers and enhance the competitiveness of key performing sectors for better
export performance. These include modernising the trade infrastructure, ensuring
standards and compliance, improving availability of and access to finance and gaining
access to burgeoning markets.
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The country’s current trade policy is geared towards continued support to the leading
export sector – labour-intensive apparel making -- providing the sector essentially a free
trade channel (duty-free exports and imports) in a high tariff regime. These policies
proved tremendously effective in putting Bangladesh in the world’s map as a leading
readymade garment exporter. But efforts at achieving any measure of success in
stimulating export response from the relatively less-established and emerging exports
(such as agro-processing, footwear and leather goods, plastics, light engineering
products, diversified jute goods, etc.), have proved inconsequential in getting any traction
in fulfilling the objective of promoting export diversification. Vigorous and concerted efforts
and effective policies will be required in the post-Covid-19 period to sustain long-term
robust export performance to drive high growth and export diversification.
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3.

Bangladesh trade: state of play and Covid-19 impact

As Covid-19 swept across borders, like most economies – developed and developing –
Bangladesh’s was pummelled by the output and trade shock that reverberated across the
globe. The economy experienced the severest shock during the second quarter of
FY2020, affected by the cessation of cross-border movement of goods and people, and
by domestic lockdowns.
Until the pandemic hit in March 2020, the Bangladesh economy was chugging along at
an accelerated pace of 7–8% gross domestic product (GDP) growth during most of the
decade of the 6th and 7th Five Year Plans (FYPs), between FY2011 and FY2019.
Merchandise exports, led by RMG, recorded double-digit growth of 11–12% per annum
for two decades (FY1990 through FY2011) but slowed to about 6–7% thereafter. For the
past 20 years, merchandise trade (exports and imports) has been growing at an
accelerated pace. It more than tripled in the first 10 years of the 21st century, from $15
billion in FY2001 to $55 billion in FY2011, and then approached the historic milestone of
$100 billion in FY2019 (Table 1).
Table 1: Bangladesh trade developments, FY11–FY20
Exports
($ billion)
Export
growth
Imports
($ billion)
Import
growth
Source: BB

FY11
22.9

FY12
24.3

FY13
26.6

FY14
30.2

FY15
31.2

FY16
34.2

FY17
34.8

FY18
36.6

FY19
39.6

FY20
32.8

41.5

6

9.3

13.6

3.4

9.7

1.7

5.2

10.7

-17.1

32.5

33.3

33.6

36.6

37.7

39.9

43.5

56.4

55.4

50.7

52.1

2.4

0.8

8.9

3

5.9

9

29.8

10.3

-8.7

Following sluggish growth for five years, FY2020 was already showing an export decline
of about 6% by March 2020. Covid-19 came as a shock to exports as importing nations
came under lockdown, and retail outlets and buyers had cancelled export orders of about
$3 billion by April 2020. That month, exports slumped to a mere $500 million; this was
followed by three more months of slumping exports. Bangladesh Bank (BB) estimates
exports for FY2020 to be down 17% from the FY2019 level, at about $32.8 billion.
However, with imports also declining by 8.7% year on year, and remittances recording a
healthy 10.9% growth ($18.2 billion), the current account balance is expected to remain
at sustainable levels.
The following charts (Figure 1–4) give an overall picture of trade and payments
developments, including the state of official foreign exchange reserves, over the past
decade leading up to Covid-19 crisis.
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Figure 1: Exports, imports, current account and remittances, FY10–FY21 1st
quarter
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Figure 2: Export and import growth, FY05–FY21 1st quarter
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Figure 3: Remittances inflows and growth, FY09–FY21 July–September 1st
quarter

Source: BB

Figure 4: Development in foreign exchange reserves, FY04–FY2020/21 October
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One notable development in this crisis atmosphere is that official foreign exchange
reserves are in record territory, having reached historically highest levels, crossing $40
billion for the first time in October 2020. The import coverage of the reserves, which was
8.6 months at end-June 2020, has increased further to 10 months and appears adequate
for Bangladesh to cope with its import bills in these trying times. Soaring inflows of
remittances and rising exports in July 2020 with moderating import growth have reversed
a falling trajectory for foreign reserves in Bangladesh’s favour. To keep the exchange rate
from appreciating, BB has intervened to buy foreign exchange from the market, thus
leading to a significant increase in foreign exchange reserves.
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What is notable is that trade performance in the first quarter of FY2021 shows remarkable
resilience in foreign exchange earnings, contrary to various pessimistic forecasts. Reports
from Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) indicate
that a large part of the cancelled orders was eventually restored, $500 million of personal
protective equipment (PPE) was exported and export growth was up 2.5% despite the
global trade slowdown. Thanks to the 2% cashback provision along with tripling of the
ceiling to $5,000, remittances for the quarter were up a record 48%, at $6.7 billion
compared with $4.5 billion in FY20. Indeed, bucking recent trends, the current account
was in surplus as imports remained sluggish, resulting in accumulation of official foreign
exchange reserves to about $40 billion (or about 10 months of projected imports) in the
first quarter of FY2021. Given the first quarter performance, there is reason for optimism
about the resilience of the domestic economy to cope with the oncoming challenges from
global developments.
Thus far, the impact of Covid-19 on exports appears muted for Bangladesh, as the export
slump in the initial months of the onslaught was not persistent enough to cause any
serious damage to foreign exchange earnings. The revival of cancelled export orders, an
import slowdown and record remittance inflows have all contributed to a comfortable level
of foreign exchange reserves. However, this should not lead to any complacency with
regard to the need for vigorous efforts to set the house in order to take up the challenges
that the post-Covid world economy will be posing for Bangladesh as it strives to accelerate
economic growth and investment. Sluggish import performance will rebound and exports
need to grow on a diversified product basis to provide support to the acceleration of
manufacturing growth and employment. Indeed, this crisis could be the shock that triggers
the structural reforms that have become due in the trade area, particularly to address the
challenge of, on the one hand, global competitiveness and, on the other, domestic trade
policy conflicts that create anti-export bias sapping incentives for non-RMG exports, with
a consequent lack of export diversification.
Trade has been an engine of growth and a major source of job creation for Bangladesh.
Ever since the trade liberalisation episode of the early 1990s, both trade and GDP growth,
along with poverty reduction, have experienced a significant rise. decade after decade
(Ahmed and Sattar, 2004). Trade openness, measured by the share of imports and
exports in GDP, has increased substantially since the early 1990s. Consequently,
Bangladesh today is far more integrated with the world economy than it was in the early
1990s. Hence, global developments have a far more extensive impact on its state of
economic performance than they did in the past. For example, movements in global trade
and output growth have to be watched closely to make it possible to evaluate prospects
for Bangladesh’s export demand going forward. The adverse impact of Covid-19 on
exports and employment is illustrative of how a global downturn could hurt Bangladesh’s
development. The loss of RMG exports not only directly hurts employment but also affects
employment through the several linkage manufacturing and service activities that these
industries together generate.
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4.

The government’s macroeconomic and trade policy response

The government has taken several initiatives to address the health and economic impact
of Covid-19, relating to the following broad agendas:


health care: strengthening the capacity and functioning of the country’s public health
system to effectively control the spread of Covid-19 and ensure mitigation and
treatment; in support of this objective, the National Board of Revenue (NBR) has
waived duties and taxes on a host of medical equipment and pharmaceutical
products related to fighting the pandemic



protecting the vulnerable: providing relief to poor and vulnerable populations across
all sectors and regions; a massive fiscal and monetary stimulus package to the tune
of 3.3% of GDP has been launched



safeguarding food security: strengthening public management of food stocks and
supply by ensuring minimum domestic supply chain disruptions and maintaining
smooth cross-border flow of staple food and edible products



economic recovery: ongoing policy measures to support and stimulate recovery of
production, consumption, imports, exports and employment.

On the macroeconomic front, the government’s policy response comprises our major
strategic programmes to be implemented in the immediate, short and medium term,
combining monetary and credit expansion policies along with direct fiscal support or
cash subsidies to domestic and export-oriented manufacturing enterprises.
1. Increase public expenditure with a target to protect and create jobs. Funding of
foreign tours and luxury expenditures from the government budget will be
discouraged.
2. Introduce a monetary fiscal stimulus package to retain workers in the
manufacturing sector, to maintain competitiveness of enterprises especially in the
export-oriented manufacturing sector and to revitalise economic activities and the
business environment. The major policy interventions in this regard are to provide
several low-interest credit facilities for businesses through the banking system.
3. Expand social safety net programmes to meet the basic needs of people living
below the poverty line, day labourers and those engaged in the informal sector.
The major interventions are (i) free food distribution; (ii) sale of rice under the
Open Market Sale (OMS) programme at a highly subsidised price (10 taka per
kg); (iii) cash transfers to targeted vulnerable populations; (iv) expansion of
allowance programmes (the Old Age Allowance and the Allowance for
Widow/husband Deserted Women) to all those eligible (100%) of the 100 mostpoverty stricken upazilas; and (v) expedited construction of houses for the
homeless.
4. Increase money supply to maintain liquidity of the economy so that the financial
shock of the pandemic can be absorbed and to enable smooth day-to-day
business operations. BB has already lowered the cash reserve ratio (CRR) and
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the repo rate to increase the money supply and it will continue if this is needed.
However, special attention will be paid to ensuring that inflation does not increase
as a result of increased money supply.
Table 2 summarises the detailed programmes while Table 3 presents their fiscal cost.
Table 2: Covid-19 stimulus package
Serial
no.
1.

Name of package

Special fund for salary support to export-oriented manufacturing industry
workers
2.
Working capital loans to affected industries and services sector
3.
Working capital loans to small and medium enterprises (SMEs), cottage
industries
4.
Expansion of Export Development Fund (EDF)
5.
Pre-shipment Credit Refinance Scheme (CRS)
6.
Special honorarium for doctors, nurses, medical workers
7
Health insurance and life insurance
8.
Free food distribution
.09.
OMS at 10 taka/kg
10
Cash transfer to targeted poor people
11.
Expansion of allowance programmes
12.
Construction of home for homeless people
13.
Additional procurement of paddy/rice (2.0 lakh ton)
14.
Support for farm mechanisation
15.
Subsidy for agriculture
16.
Agriculture Refinance Scheme
17.
Refinance scheme for professionals, farmers, small traders
18.
Employment creation through four state-owned financial institutions
19.
Subsidy for commercial bank’s suspended interest of April–May 2020
20.
Credit risk-sharing scheme for SME sector
21.
Safety net programme for export-oriented industry’s distressed workers
Total (taka billion)
Total ($ billion)
% of GDP
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Amount
(taka billion)
50.0
330.0
200.0
127.5
50.0
1.0
7.5
25.0
2.5
12.6
8.2
21.3
8.6
2.2
95.0
50.0
30.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
15.0
1126.3
13.3
4.03
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Table 3: Fiscal cost of stimulus ($ million)
Serial
no.
1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

Name of package
Special fund for salary support
to export-oriented
manufacturing industry workers
Working capital loans to
affected industries and
services sector
Working capital loans to SMEs,
cottage industries
Expansion of EDF
Pre-shipment CRS
Special honorarium for doctors,
nurses, medical workers
Health insurance and life
insurance
Free food distribution

14

OMS at 10 taka/kg
Cash transfer to targeted poor
people
Expansion of allowance
programmes
Construction of home for
homeless people
Additional procurement of
paddy/rice (2.0 lakh ton)
Support for farm mechanisation

15

Subsidy for agriculture

16
17

Agriculture Refinance Scheme
Refinance scheme for
professionals, farmers, small
traders
Employment creation through
four state-owned financial
institutions
Subsidy for commercial bank’s
suspended interest of April–
May 2020
Credit risk-sharing scheme for
SME sector
Safety net programme for
export-oriented industry’s
distressed workers

11
12
13

18

19

20
21

Implementing
agency
BB

Total size
of package
588.2

Fiscal cost
FY2019/20
588.2

FY2020/21
-

BB

3,882.4

39.7

158.8

BB

2,352.9

29.4

117.7

BB
BB
Ministry of Health
and Family
Welfare
(MOHFW)
MOHFW

1,500.0
588.2
11.8

10.0
5.0
-

50.0
20.0
11.8

88.2

-

88.2

Ministry of
Disaster
Management and
Relief (MODMR)
Ministry of Food
MODMR

294.5

294.5

-

29.5
147.9

29.5
103.6

44.4

Ministry of Social
Welfare
MODMR

95.9

-

130.9

250.6

74.1

176.5

Ministry of Food

101.2

-

101.2

Ministry of
Agriculture
Ministry of
Agriculture
BB
BB

378.8

50.0

328.8

1,117.6

-

1,117.6

588.2
352.9

-

29.4
17.6

Banks

235.3

-

235.3

BB

235.3

-

235.3

BB

235.3

-

47.1

Department of
Labour

176.5

-

43.3

13,251.4

1,224.0

2,953.9

Total
Source: Ministry of Finance
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Additionally, the government has requested budget and balance of payments (BoP)
support from major development partners including the IMF. The government received
budget support amounting to $1 billion from the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the World Bank in FY2019/20. BoP support
amounting to $732 million was received from the IMF. An additional $2 billion of budget
support is expected in FY2020/21 from Japan, ADB, the EU, Germany and the Economic
Development Cooperation Fund of South Korea.
The stimulus package announced so far, if implemented well, should have a positive
effect in terms of containing the adverse implications of Covid-19 on the macro-economy.
Additionally, the government’s intention to ramp up fiscal spending to boost growth with
an emphasis on health care spending is reinforced in the FY2021 budget. Monetary policy
support to boost liquidity for both public and private spending is signalled in the new
Monetary Policy Statement announced end-July 2020. These policies are broadly on the
right track. However, despite good intentions, the policy package, especially the FY2021
budget, is facing considerable implementation challenges and is also inadequate in a
number of ways. Early attention to correcting these policy gaps and implementation
challenges will be very important to fight the adverse economic effects of Covid-19 and
maximise the positive effects of macroeconomic policies on economic recovery.
The initial impact of Covid-19 on the economy was intense. GDP growth fell by 3
percentage points (estimated) over the expected level for FY20, to 5.2%. Private
investment rate fell as foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows shrunk and government tax
revenues fell drastically. Exports declined by 17% for the year, and imports by 8.7%.
Urban services were the worst affected. Unemployment increased and short-term poverty
climbed. Thankfully, foreign remittance inflows, which, in the Bangladesh context, are the
equivalent of exports of factor services, remained buoyant, with 11% growth, despite the
uncertainties in expatriate employment. Along with a stable rural economy, including
agriculture, remittances provided the cushion against massive the social and economic
disruption that has been seen in many other countries, including neighbouring India.
On the trade policy front, the immediate response was to address any potential threat to
food security by securing import supplies of food grains and keeping import channels of
food products and related consumer goods open. A smart move was the waiver of tariffs
on a large list of Covid-related medical equipment and pharmaceutical products (see
Table 4). Simultaneously, the easing of export channels helped significantly expand
exports of PPE from Bangladesh to meet immediate demand in several destination
countries. Mindful of the negative impact on exports, BB eased credit regulations on
lending to export-oriented industries while expanding low-interest lending facilities (to
cover salaries and working capital). Furthermore, export incentives were ramped up
through the expansion of coverage of the EDF and the pre-shipment CRS, while the cash
incentives (1% for RMG and 2% for remittances) instituted in the previous year were
continued. While these immediate measures may have mitigated the short-term challenge
from the trade and output shock, much more will have to be done on the trade policy front
so that exports, in particular, can recover at a robust pace by quickly seizing emerging
opportunities in the post-Covid world economy.
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Table 4: Tariff exemptions for Covid-related imports
Heading
29.05
30.02
38.08

HS Code
2905.12.90
3002.15.00
3808.94.91

38.22

3822.00.00

39.26

3926.20.90

56.02
56.03

5602.90.00
5603.11.90
5603.12.90
5603.13.90
5603.14.00
5603.92.90
5603.93.00

59.03
62.10

62.11

63.07

5603.94.00
5903.10.90
6210.10.00
6210.40.00
6210.50.00
6211.33.00
6211.39.00
6211.43.00
6211.49.00
6307.90.00

Description
Isopropyl alcohol
Covid-19 test kits based on immunological reactions
Disinfectants in bulk (excluding for dairy, poultry and agricultural
production)
Covid-19 test kits based on Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
nucleic acid test
Protective garments made from plastic sheeting
Plastic face shields (covering more than the eye area)
Felt of textile materials
Non-woven, of man-made filaments, weighing not more than 25
g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made filaments, weighing >25 g/m2 but <=70
g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made filaments, weighing >70 g/m2 but <=150
g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made filaments, weighing >150 g/m2
Non-woven, other than man-made filaments, weighing >25 g/m2
but <=70 g/m2
Non-woven, other than man-made filaments, weighing >70 g/m2
but <=150 g/m2
Non-woven, other than man-made filaments, weighing >150 g/m2
Other fabrics impregnated with polyvinyl chloride
Protective garments for surgical/medical use
Full body woven suit impregnated with plastics
Medical protective gear

Textile face mask without a replaceable filter or mechanical parts,
including surgical masks and disposable face masks of non-woven
textiles
90.04
9004.90.00
Protective spectacles and goggles
90.20
9020.00.00
Other breathing appliances and gas mask
90.27
9027.80.00
Covid-19 diagnostic test instruments and apparatus
Source: NBR SRO No. 118-Act/2020/70/Customs

The Covid-19 pandemic coupled with several geopolitical developments (e.g. China–US
trade tensions, the change in US political leadership, the change in the World Trade
Organization (WTO) leadership, etc.) could create a new world economic order, in which
there will be challenges to cope with and opportunities to seize for Bangladesh. Once
Covid-19 is under control and the global economy is back on track, Bangladesh should
be ready, with the right approach and robust trade strategies, to take advantage of
whatever opportunities are presented out of regional economies clawing back to
normalcy. So, over the next few months, Bangladesh should prepare to get its act together
in the realm of international trade, to be ready with robust export-oriented strategies to
fuel the post-Covid recovery and rapid economic growth, as envisaged under the 8 th FYP.
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5.

Current trade regime and export performance

Export performance is intrinsically linked to the trade policy orientation of an economy.
Before articulating a post-Covid export development strategy, it would be worthwhile to
take stock of the current state of the trade policy regime in Bangladesh, which has
prevailed for much of the past quarter century with modest or practically little forward
movement in recent times. Export performance was already sluggish during the period
before the pandemic hit the Bangladeshi economy. Trade policy was not helping exports
but rather was skewed in favour of import substitute production. Fundamental changes
were long overdue. Fundamental changes to the trade policy direction had not been made
since the early 1990s.
The trade policy reforms of the 1990s signalled a significant departure from the highly
protectionist, inward-oriented import substitution policies of the past. Trade integration
was enhanced along with greater domestic competition, and domestic relative prices were
aligned closer to international prices. These reforms were meant to promote efficiency in
resource use, to lead to productivity growth, to spur activities with comparative advantage,
to encourage technological progress and diffusion and thus to generate dynamic gains.
The trade policy measures included tariff cuts and rationalisation, elimination of
quantitative restrictions, adoption of a unified exchange rate system, switching from a
fixed to a more flexible exchange rate regime and current account convertibility. The
expectation was that these reforms would be gradually intensified to make Bangladesh
an export powerhouse in the region with the economy more open and fully integrated with
the global market.
Progress in accentuation of trade liberalisation has not been as deep and comprehensive
as was needed to give sustainable impetus to Bangladesh’s export performance. As far
as tariff liberalisation is concerned, progress has stalled and even reversed for much of
the past decade. As Table 5 shows, the level of tariffs and para-tariffs has shown little
sign of trending downwards. Having come down from 28.2% in FY01 to 23.1% in FY11,
the average nominal protection rate (NPR) had trended upwards to 27.1% by FY21.
During this time, average output tariffs (tariffs on consumer goods) rose from 41.3% to
47% in FY21 whereas average input tariffs (tariffs on basic raw materials and intermediate
and capital goods) remained within a band of 12.5–13.5%. This protracted divergence
between output and input tariffs signals the persistence of a high level of effective
protection, as a recent Policy Research Institute (PRI) study (Sattar, 2020) demonstrates.
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5.1

Tariff structure and protection trends

Table 5: Trade and tariff policy trends during the 6th and 7th FYPs
Average NPR

FY11
23.74

FY12
26.96

FY13
28.93

FY14
28.09

FY15
26.69

FY16
25.60

FY17
25.64

FY18
26.55

FY19
26.70

Average output tariff (*)

41.29

43.49

46.82

45.98

43.16

41.32

40.55

38.79

39.64

Average input tariff (**)

12.5

12.72

13.02

12.17

12.02

11.63

12.13

12.57

12.03

Exports
($ billion)
Export growth
(%)
Imports
($ billion)
Import growth
(%)
Real effective exchange
rate (REER) FY2001=100

22.9

24.3

26.6

30.2

31.2

34.2

34.8

36.6

40.5

FY20
26.7
5
46.4
3
13.5
2
32.8

41.5

6

9.3

13.6

3.4

9.7

1.7

5.2

10.7

-17.0

32.5

33.3

33.6

36.6

37.7

39.9

43.5

56.4

59.9

54.7

52.1

2.4

0.8

8.9

3

5.9

9

29.8

10.3

-8.7

89.4

91.4

101.5

107.2

130.6

138

107.5

130.0

145.0

149.
2

Notes: * Output tariffs refer to NPR on mainly consumer goods; ** input tariffs refer to NPR on basic
raw materials and intermediate and capital goods.
Source: Author estimates based on NBR data

Despite considerable progress in the past decade, mostly by default rather than design,
the current trade regime is biased in favour of import substitute production – that is, there
is an anti-export bias. High tariffs and other instruments that protect domestic industries
create strong disincentives to exports and export activities through several channels, thus
causing significant anti-export bias. In general, most tax and incentive policies have
created a situation whereby production for export is less incentivised than is production
for the domestic market. This can be explained as follows:


Almost all domestic production of manufactured consumer goods is protected by high
tariffs and para-tariffs. Duties levied on imports of final goods raise their domestic
relative prices, thereby increasing the profitability of import substitutes relative to
exports, which have to be exported at world prices. This diverts resources towards
production for the domestic market, away from the production of exports. An example
is the very high protection (85.6–113%) afforded to ceramics, plastics, leather goods,
biscuits, tableware, kitchenware, footwear, lamps, etc., which, to some degree, is
reflected in much higher domestic prices of these products compared with their export
prices. The net result is that domestic sales are far more profitable than exports, so
exports are discouraged. Almost all of these products have some exports but export
potential, which is much higher, is never realised.



With import demand dampened under high protection, import-related (ex-ante)
demand for foreign exchange is being curtailed, thus perhaps enabling the exchange
rate to be lower than otherwise (i.e. a lower domestic currency price for US dollars).
This would mean that export proceeds, expressed in domestic currency, are lower
than what the exporter receives. Thus, the exchange rate becomes over-valued as a
result of protection, making exports less competitive.
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It is not just tariff levels; tariff escalation is also high. An escalating tariff structure, with
lower tariffs on imports of raw materials and intermediates and higher tariffs on more
processed products, raises the effective protection for an import substitute above the
nominal protection that the same import substitute receives from import duties and
other protection. This means that the value-added (processing margins) involved in
production for the domestic market will exceed the value-added that would have
existed in the absence of any protection, by proportionately more than the nominal
protection of the final product. This further increases the anti-export bias. Research
shows that tariff escalation in Bangladesh is among the highest in the world, but it
should not be (Ahmed and Sattar, 2019a). As such, there is work to do here.



Exporters sell in competitive world markets and cannot pass on increases in their
costs of production to their buyers. Thus, import duties paid on imported inputs
increase their production costs and reduce their profit margins. Similarly, if they buy
their inputs from local producers, again there may be cost-raising effects as a result
of protection and/or lack of local competition.

To counter the effects of tariffs on inputs and ensure the supply of inputs at international
prices, the government has put in place two mechanisms: (i) the Special Bonded
Warehouse (SBW) scheme, used largely by the RMG sector and occasionally by others;
and (ii) the Duty Exemption and Drawback scheme, both managed by Customs. The
SBW, which allows duty-free import of inputs, is far more effective in a high tariff economy,
and the National Bureau of Revenue (NBR) is working to extend the facility to other
exporters as well. The Duty Exemption and Drawback scheme, which involves
reimbursement of tariffs already paid on inputs, has proved dysfunctional and cannot be
relied on to make exports competitive. While these steps are helpful, the overall incentive
structure remains biased against exports (Ahmed and Sattar, 2019b).
Anti-export bias remains high, and research shows that high tariff protection is the main
source. Export success so far has been limited to RMG without much traction in other
labour-intensive exports. Among other things, there is an inherent conflict between export
policy and protection policy, which are not mutually exclusive. This needs to be
recognised, and actions need to be taken to streamline these policies. High protective
duties on imported inputs hurt competitiveness of exports. Table 6 shows Bangladesh’s
low ranking in relation to other developing countries (implying relatively high tariff
protection). Tariffs raise the relative profitability of domestic sales compared with exports,
thus discouraging production for exports. Thus, there is an inherent bias of incentives
skewed in favour of import substitute production rather than exports. This has to change.
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Table 6: Bangladesh rank of average tariffs in relation to other developing
countries, 2018
Country
All products (in Asia)
Manufacturing (in world)
Bangladesh
4
19
India
10
74
Pakistan
5
25
Sri Lanka
12
82
Vietnam
16
90
Malaysia
22
102
Thailand
14
84
Note: All products tariff rankings are based on Asian countries (46 countries); tariff ranking in
manufacturing is based on world ranking of tariffs (182 countries); ranks higher for lower tariffs.
Source: ITC database, Indexmundi trade statistics

Tables 7–9 show that Bangladesh’s tariffs compare unfavourably with the average rates
for different country groups based on various standard classification criteria.
Table 7: Average tariff rates by World Bank country classification
Country category
Low-income country
Lower-middle-income country
Upper middle-income country
High-income country
Source: World Bank tariff tables

Average tariff (%)
11.0
7.2
3.7
2.0

Table 8: Average tariff rates of countries by UN classification
UN country classification
Developed/Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
countries
Developing countries

Average tariff
2.06

Minimum
0.2 (Iceland)

Maximum
5.8 (Chile)

6.53

1.1
25.7
(Turkmenistan)
(Bahamas)
Least developed countries
8.41
3.4 (Bhutan)
19.6 (Djibouti)
Source: Compiled from UN country classifications (2014) and World Bank tariff data

Table 9: Average tariff rates of selected comparator countries
Country
Average tariff (%)
Vietnam
6.5
Thailand
8
Malaysia
6.2
Philippines
3.7
Indonesia
5.9
India
8.9
Sri Lanka
10.3
China
8.5
Bangladesh
13.5*
Note: * FY21, average customs duty only, excludes para-tariffs, which add another 13.5% to the
average nominal tariffs
Source: World Bank world tariff table 2017
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5.2

Appreciation of the real exchange rate

Along with the disincentive effects of large trade protection on exports, a recent
development is the sharp appreciation of the real exchange rate, which has hurt exports
(Ahmed and Sattar, 2019). Along with the trade policy reforms of the 1990s, the
government pursued an export-friendly policy of flexible management of the real
exchange rate, which provided incentives to exports (Ahmed and Sattar, 2004). This
served Bangladesh well and was an important contributor to the post-1990 surge in
exports. Yet, more recently, the influx of remittance earnings and a misleading perception
that a nominal exchange rate can serve as an anchor to manage inflation has complicated
the exchange rate. While the nominal exchange rate has remained stable at around 85
taka to US$1, the REER index has risen substantially over the past five years or so. The
resultant sharp appreciation of the real exchange rate has further damaged export
incentives and contributed to the slowdown of export growth (Ahmed and Sattar, 2019).
5.3

How the readymade garments sector has done well

An important policy question relates to how Bangladesh export earnings have grown
rapidly despite high trade protection. The answer to this lies in three developments. First,
the deep trade liberalisation programme of the 1990s boosted Bangladesh’s export
performance. Flexible management of the real exchange rate supported this. Second,
Bangladesh boosted earnings from RMG exports through special support programmes,
including the bonded warehouse system, which allowed duty-free imports of inputs and
other measures that were not generally available to other exports. And third, non-RMG
export performance has remained weak. As such, the boost in exports is largely explained
by the expansion of RMG exports, clocking double-digit growth for a quarter century from
1990 to 2015. Since then, over the period FY16–FY19, export growth seems to have
petered out to an average of 6.7% (Figure 5). The slowdown in export performance is
broad-based, including the RMG sector.
Figure 5: Disaggregated export performance, FY91/20–FY16/19
Total

Average annual growth rate (%)

25

RMG Exports

Non-RMG Exports

22.1

20
14.0

15

15.3

11.1 11.4 10.8

11.2

9.0

10
5

4.2

6.7 7.5
2.9

0
FY91-FY00

FY01-FY10

FY11-15

Source: EPB

19

FY16-FY19
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The slowdown in overall export growth including RMG raises several concerns. First,
RMG exports has overtaken jute and jute goods as the predominant export item, reaching
70% share in the export basket by the close of the 1990s. During the period of the 6th
and 7th FYPs, RMG’s march continued, with increasing export concentration, introducing
export vulnerability on that account, though Bangladesh emerged as the second biggest
exporter of apparels after China, with Vietnam now a close third, posing serious
competition in US and EU markets. This competition is likely to become even more acute
as Vietnam has signed a free trade agreement (FTA) with the EU and has joined the
recently established plurilateral free trade club of East Asia and the Pacific, the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and
the most recent Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) – now the
largest free trade grouping in the world.
Second, with LDC graduation looming large, Bangladesh can ill afford to remain
complacent. As the economy comes out of the Covid-19 shock, trade policy reforms will
have to be taken to the next phase. If not, LDC graduation in 2024 could serve as another
adverse shock to the economy. So, a post-Covid agenda combined with an LDC
graduation programme will have to be up and ready in the medium term. Indeed, the 8th
FYP (2021–2025), which is in the final stage of preparation by the Planning Commission,
could be the strategic document to incorporate a trade policy strategy for addressing the
post-Covid recovery phase and moving on to LDC graduation.
Finally, the RMG sector provided a huge impetus to employment growth well into 2013.
Since then, growing capital intensity spurred by the adoption of modern technology has
slowed RMG employment growth and overall manufacturing employment growth. Without
a major diversification of the export base focused on labour-intensive manufacturing
enterprises, Bangladesh will face major challenges on the employment front. Evidence
shows that trade protection in Bangladesh has not adequately supported the growth of
manufacturing jobs (Ahmed and Sattar, 2019a). Indeed, Bangladesh’s export potential,
particularly in labour-intensive non-RMG exports, has not been fully utilised. This situation
needs to be reversed with a concerted effort – a combination of trade and industrial
policies – to regain the strong export momentum of the past. Policies and actions need to
be directed towards exploiting the latent potential in our exports beyond the RMG sector
without losing continued momentum in RMG exports (and the backward linkage
industries) of course.
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6.

The challenge of impending LDC graduation

In 2015, Bangladesh crossed the threshold of the World Bank-defined lower-middleincome country (LMIC) category. In 2018, it crossed the threshold for graduation from the
UN-defined list of LDCs. The presumptive date for formal graduation out of LDC status is
1 January 2024, after having gone through the standard process of approval and
announcement under the UN system. There will be some grace period associated with
the phase-out of concessions under the multilateral framework (WTO) as well as regional
(e.g. EU) or bilateral trading arrangements currently existing.
International analysts have recognised Bangladesh among the fastest-growing
economies in the world today, which has set the stage for it to aspire to reach UMIC status
by FY31 and high-income status by FY41. But progress brings its own challenges that
have to be addressed effectively as the country aspires to move forward further. The
successful move towards LDC graduation implies that the special benefits Bangladesh
enjoys in its international trade and financial relations with the global community as an
LDC will also come to an end after graduation. Some of the LDC benefits have been very
helpful for Bangladesh, especially duty-free access to exports in European markets. RMG
has prospered in EU country markets as a result of the support of this duty-free access
under the Everything But Arms (EBA) facility. Bangladesh’s pharmaceutical sector has
also benefited and has flourished into a vibrant industry thanks to the flexibility for LDCs
in the application of the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS). These are the most important benefits but there are others. Bangladesh is
undoubtedly the LDC that has been able to leverage the LDC international support
measures (ISM) the most.
In recognition of the importance of this preferential export market access, the LDC
graduation process allows a fair amount of time for formal exit. Formal graduation for
Bangladesh is set for 2024. The government is keen to utilise this transition period to
develop a comprehensive strategy for LDC graduation with a view to ensuring that the
graduation costs in terms of loss of benefits are well understood and appropriate
strategies and policies are in place to allow a smooth transition from LDC status. Work is
under way to conduct in-depth analysis of the costs and consequences of LDC graduation
and to suggest appropriate strategies and policies to offset these through compensatory
domestic policies and reforms. The government is keen to adopt such strategies and
policies to move forward along the path of development articulated in the Perspective
Plan 2041 (PP2041), starting with the 8th FYP (2021–2025).
6.1

Loss of LDC benefits in trade-related ISMs

Most of the ISMs for the LDCs are trade-related, with the greatest impact on trade, growth,
employment creation and poverty reduction. The trade-related ISMs for LDCs are based
mainly on three categories of special and differential treatment: (i) preferential access to
markets; (ii) special treatment regarding WTO obligations; and (iii) building of traderelated capacities. So far, 16 countries and the EU have granted LDCs preferential access
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to their markets.1 This preferential access is given under two schemes: the Generalised
System of Preferences (GSP), under which the countries benefiting are not bound to
reciprocate; and the Global System of Trade Preferences (GSTP), under which the
countries benefiting are supposed to reciprocate. In addition, regional trade agreements
like the South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA) and the Asia Pacific Trade Agreement
(APTA) also provide concessions on access to markets for the LDCs.
In EU countries, Bangladesh enjoys comprehensive duty-free and quota-free (DFQF)
market access for its merchandise exports. This preference is provided to all LDCs under
the EU’s EBA scheme, which is the most generous among the three different GSP
schemes provided by the EU for different groups of developing countries. Bangladesh is
the largest beneficiary: in 2017/18, it accounted for 64.1% of all EU imports under EBA,
and 9.5% of the EU’s total imports under preferential treatment. Bangladesh enjoys on
average a 9–12% preference margin under EBA for its exports of apparels to the EU. The
current EBA scheme is likely to continue for three years after LDC graduation, till 2027.
Apart from the EU, the list of countries providing preferential market access to
Bangladesh exports includes Australia, Belarus, Canada (98.6%; except dairy, eggs,
poultry), Liechtenstein, Japan (97.9%; except rice, sugar, fishery products, articles of
leather), New Zealand, Norway, the Russian Federation (38.1%), Switzerland and Turkey
(79.7%; except meat, fish, food, steel, among others). In addition, a handful of developing
countries, including Chile (99.5%), China (61.5%), Chinese Taipei (31%) and the
Republic of Korea (90.4%), provide some special and partial DFQF facilities. It is
important to note that Bangladesh does not enjoy any type of GSP facilities in the largest
developed economy market of the world, the US. Bangladesh used to receive some
limited US GSP facilities, which remained suspended from 2013, but never had any
preferential access for its apparel exports to the US market.
Loss of Specialized and Differential Treatment Regarding WTO-related Measures:
There are a range of restrictive WTO rules and agreements that have been temporarily
waived for LDCs as a special concession. These are included within the Agreement of
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCMs); Agreement on Agriculture (AoA);
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); Agreement on Trade Related
Investment Measures (TRIMS); and Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
Compliance with these agreements will all be obligatory on Bangladesh after the LDC
graduation. In particular, compliance with SCMs, AoA, and the termination of TRIPS
transition period can be challenging for Bangladesh.
6.2

Estimated loss from LDC graduation

Not surprisingly, the biggest source of loss comes from the withdrawal of trade-related
ISMs. Preferential access to markets at zero or very low tariffs has been a big boost for
Bangladesh’s exports. In FY19, about 75% of Bangladesh’s total export earnings came
from countries that provided some degree of preferential access. Of these, the EU market
accounted for 72%. Therefore, the loss arising from loss of access to the EBA facility
1

Australia, Canada, Chile, China, the EU, the Eurasian Customs Union (Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia), Iceland, India, Japan,
Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, the Republic of Korea, the US.
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could be substantial. Estimated losses in RMG exports could range from $1 billion to $4
billion in terms of the FY18 export base. In percentage terms, they amount to a low of
2.8% of total exports in FY18 to a high of 11.1%, with a projected average loss of about
$1.8 billion, which is 5% of export earnings in FY18. The absolute dollar values will be
larger depending on the timing of LDC graduation. For example, using the PP2041
macroeconomic framework, the projected loss of exports could be in the range of $7
billion in FY27. These are not overwhelming losses compared with the export base but
neither are they very small. Additionally, as noted below, there are other adverse
implications of LDC graduation related to the end of special and differential treatment
(SDT) under WTO provisions that could create important challenges. So, unless these
losses are over-turned through coping policy measures, the cumulative losses over the
years could be large.
It is not possible to quantify the loss emerging from the phasing-out of the SDT provisions
of the WTO. These losses will emerge over time and could be substantial depending on
the effectiveness of the offsetting supportive measures and responses from the private
sector. The challenge for Bangladesh is to use this opportunity of LDC graduation to
modernise its trade and industrialisation policy so that it is ready to compete more
effectively in the global market without LDC-type concessions and to meet all its WTO
obligations at the least cost. Hence, the acceleration of policy reforms to counter the
potential losses from LDC graduation is essential.
6.3

Implications for Bangladesh moving forward

Graduation from LDC is a major milestone and Bangladesh should be justifiably proud of
the achievement. The loss of LDC benefits will create important challenges in terms of
potential loss of exports, and the end of SDT under the WTO could affect tariff protection,
export subsidies, the agriculture sector, pharmaceuticals and the services sector.
Additionally, LDC graduation is coming at a time when the global environment for trade
is becoming more constrained as a result of rising tendencies towards de-globalisation in
response to economic nationalism and protectionist policies in OECD countries;
meanwhile, the onset of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is posing a major challenge
for employment, given the technology-driven capital intensity of production and
automation. All these changes in the external sector will need to be managed deftly
starting from now if Bangladesh is to be well prepared for a smooth transition to post-LDC
status. Robust implementation of an export development strategy has become a national
imperative to overcome the challenges posed by LDC graduation. The related trade policy
reforms in the post-LDC world are discussed in detail in Section 9.
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7.
7.1

The changing global trade policy environment in a post-Covid world
Future of globalisation

As Bangladesh seeks to rethink its export development strategy, it must also assess the
evolving geopolitical and geo-economic tendencies inherent in the pre- and post-Covid
world order. According to leading trade economists, the post-Covid world will experience
some reshaping of globalisation, not its complete rejection. Though the age of hyperglobalisation may be over, globalisation will continue to thrive, driven by cross-border
flows of technology, capital and knowledge, within a global infrastructure characterised
by openness to trade and investment. More importantly, as stated earlier, the Covid-19
pandemic is a multilateral crisis that calls for multilaterally cooperative solutions. Many
global analysts are calling it a ‘Bretton Woods moment’ that promises a return to trade
openness and multilateralism. It is in this moderating yet sustaining globalisations
environment that Bangladesh will have to leverage trade integration for a post-Covid
economic recovery and continue on a high growth trajectory.
Global trade and output growth had already slowed since the global financial crisis (GFC)
of 2008/09. The pandemic merely exacerbated this trend, with negative shocks to output
(-5%) and trade (-10%) in 2020. There are optimistic signs (5.2% output growth and 8%
trade growth in 2021 projected). Though consumer demand for Bangladesh’s major
exports (RMG) is likely to be stronger in a faster growth scenario, as Bangladesh is still
a small economy relative to the world market these modest growth rates are adequate
to sustain export dynamism for Bangladeshi exporters, as was witnessed in the postGFC recovery phase, characterised by the ‘Walmart effect’.2
7.2

China–US trade tensions

Other wrinkles in the future global trading environment include the fallout from China–US
trade tensions. Though the 2020 election outcome in the US promises to change the
dynamics in a more positive direction, it will not completely erase the logical basis of the
‘trade war’ that not only disrupted China–US bilateral trade but also raised some
fundamental questions regarding the operation of a state-driven quasi-market economy
(China) in a rules-based trading world (WTO) made up of market economies. The rise of
China to become the ‘world’s factory’ over the past 25 years, making it the manufacturing
powerhouse of the world, has also raised a geopolitical tendency towards excluding China
from the western block of trading nations. Whereas the rise of global value chains (GVCs)
with China playing a pivotal role has boosted international trade in intermediate goods,
that development has now come under question. In defence, China has turned inwards
to rely more on domestic demand growth instead of global markets for generating
employment and income growth. Will future world trade involve decoupling of China or
deeper integration? This will be a contentious issue to be addressed at the WTO
multilateral forum, which is going through its own test of sustainability, to put it mildly. The
first thing to recognise is that the dispute between the two largest trading economies of
the world has contributed to a great deal of uncertainty. Uncertainty is not a good trait for
2

Under the Walmart effect, consumer demand for cheaper apparel from Bangladesh remained strong after the GFC caused
significant loss of income in EU economies.
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either global trade or investment, and therefore is harmful for global growth. As such, it is
worth highlighting some of the critical aspects of the China–US trade tensions that may
be relevant to Bangladesh’s trade prospects in the post-Covid world economy.
Almost 90 years since the tit-for-tat (TFT) tariffs that defined trade restrictions during the
Great Depression of the 1930s, China and the US have again clamped on selective
reciprocal protective tariffs. This represents a clash of the titans in the global economy
and international trade. China has been targeted for what the US calls ‘unfair trade
practices, technology theft, cyberattacks, illegal subsidies, undue import barriers and
currency manipulation’ – a long list of serious complaints by the US administration. At the
end of 2019, the two countries agreed on a truce, cancelling some of the announced tariff
increases and rolling back some of the earlier increases. The truce led to the so-called
Phase One Agreement, signed in January 2020. Come January 2021, with a new US
administration in place, this truce is expected to be followed up by more systematic
bilateral exchanges, without rancour and acrimony, leading to meaningful resolution of
the disputes. However, it is important to recognise that any bilateral resolutions could
have global implications.
US tariffs on Chinese imports have had at least four motivations: (i) address bilateral trade
imbalances; (ii) make tariffs more reciprocal; (iii) bring back manufacturing jobs; (iv) and
address Chinese policies with negative spillovers, such as poor Intellectual Property (IP)
protection, subsidies of state-owned enterprises and forced technology transfer. The first
objective has produced some results in terms of a reduction in imbalances (Table 10).
Table 10: China–US bilateral trade, 2016–2020 ($ billion)
Trade indicator

2016

2017

2018

2019

US exports to China

115.59

130.00

120.29

106.45

US imports from
462.42
505.17
539.24
China
US trade balance
-346.83
-375.17
-418.95
with China
US overall trade
-735.33
-792.40
-872.04
balance
China overall trade
509.71
419.55
350.95
balance
Note: * Annualised value, reflects Covid-19 impact.
Source: US Census Bureau, Trading Economics, Statista

451.65
-345.20
-854.37
421.93

2020 (Until
August)
69.56
(104.3*)
262.68
(394.0*)
-193.12
(-289.7*)
-564.48
(-846.72*)
2.89
(4.34*)

Tariffs began to have their impact starting in 2019 when US imports from China fell 16%
and US trade balance with China also declined 17%. But bilateral trade deficits are no
indication of any balance of payments problem which has to take into account the overall
balance of trade. That has not declined as expected and US overall balance continue to
remain at high levels indicating that imports from China were simply replaced by imports
from other probably high cost sources resulting in trade diversion at the expense of the
US consumer. There was not much impact on Chinese trade surplus either, until the
Covid19 pandemic struck in 2020.
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Meanwhile, considerable damage has been done to US-China bilateral trade through the
primary instrument of customs tariffs. Since the start of the trade conflict between the US
and China the two countries have raised tariffs substantially on each other's exports, from
2.6% to 17.5% on Chinese imports into the US and from 6.2% to 16.4% on US imports
into China. US consumers have borne the burden of these tariffs by paying higher prices
for Chinese imports or their substitutes from elsewhere.
As for the mercantilist goal of bringing back manufacturing jobs, the jury is still out as to
whether on a net basis jobs have returned to the US. The more contentious issue relates
to IP theft, forced technology transfer and state-owned enterprises. Negotiations on these
issues are complex and can be protracted for long even with a new well-meaning US
administration. Which is why analysts have called it as much a trade war as it is a
technology war.
7.3

Global implications

Trade has been an engine of income growth around the world in the post-war years. The
goal of trade openness has been universally accepted and pursued by the multilateral
regime, under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and then the WTO,
for nearly seven decades. Trade restrictions have been significantly reduced and tariffs
worldwide are at an all-time low. This situation came under threat during the Trump
administration because, under the current rules-based system, it would be hard for the
US to limit its augmented tariffs to China alone. If the post-Trump administration follows
the earlier path, the next round of tariffs may witness upward adjustment in tariffs globally,
restricting global trade with consequent adverse impacts on output growth, which is
already under stress since the GFC. If this happens, the IMF predicts that the effects of
this trade war will not be limited to China and the US. With China–US tariffs affecting
global exports and imports, with significant disruptions to the value chain integration of
cross-border production, the adverse impacts will transcend China–US trade and engulf
major economies and regions of the world. As such, the IMF lowered the projected growth
rate for the global economy in 2018 and 2019 to 3.7% from its earlier projection of 3.9%.
Likewise, global trade growth was projected to decline to 4% in 2019 from 5.2% in 2017.
Taking into account the uncertainties created by the China–US trade spat and the shocks
coming from Covid-19 in 2020, the IMF has projected global output growth of 5.2% for
2021 with trade growth of 8%.
With the incoming US administration in January 2021, it is most likely that the preceding
scenario will be altered to a large extent, with bilateral negotiations taking a more realistic
approach on both trade and technology counts. It will be left to the Biden administration
to allay the fears of a global TFT tariff war while putting an end to the uncertainties hitting
global trade and investment arising out of the China–US trade spat.
7.4

What is in it for Bangladesh?

If the TFT tariffs augur ill for the world economy, it would be counter-intuitive to believe
that Bangladesh stands to gain out of this. In the long run, there is little doubt that the
entire world community stands to lose if the China–US trade spat ends up becoming a
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sustained trade war. Nevertheless, there may be short-term wrinkles that Bangladesh
could take advantage of, particularly for its apparel sector. Even before these
developments, China was losing competitiveness in low-cost (basic) garments and the
switch to lower-cost suppliers was already happening. Around 97% of the demand for
clothing in the US is met by imports, with China’s share at 41%, followed by Vietnam
(12%) and Bangladesh (7%). If tariffs on apparel imports from Chinese rise to 25%, this
could cut Chinese exports by almost $15 billion, which could then be shared among the
most dynamic apparel exporters – Bangladesh among them. Since it is inevitable that the
tariffs will make the affected goods more expensive, both retailers and customers are
likely to look for less expensive sources. Import tariffs on consumer goods are almost fully
passed on to consumers. Apparel retailers would therefore want to source their products
from lower-cost suppliers so that retail prices do not rise by the full extent of the tariffs.
Bangladeshi garments manufacturers are already benefiting from the initial spillover
effects – their exports to the US increased 9.5% in 2019 to $6.7 billion.
The fallout from the China–US trade spat thus will most certainly see China lose
substantial market share to countries like Bangladesh and Vietnam. If this trend persists,
Bangladesh’s RMG sector will obtain a new lease of life for further expansion; however,
in the process, it will have to sustain a few more years of export concentration in a monoproduct export basket because export diversification will lose more steam. Footwear,
which has essentially the same global production and sourcing structure as apparels, is
also a sector that could gain traction in Bangladesh’s export basket as China, the largest
source of footwear imports in the US, begins to dismantle its production capacities
directed to the US market.
In both apparel and footwear, no other export market compares in size to the US market.
Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Laos and Vietnam are likely sources to substitute for
whatever market loss China suffers. This is where courting foreign investment becomes
an even stronger imperative for Bangladesh. Even if new markets open up, success in
gaining access will require collaboration with foreign investors who bring technology,
management and access to markets, besides capital. Bangladesh’s government is
sounding an appropriate note of urgency in mobilising FDI, and we would like to point out
that RMG and footwear are the two leading export sectors, ripe for attracting substantial
foreign investment either through relocation or through fresh investment. Support policies,
in principle and practice, must be made right to seize the opportunity that beckons for
Bangladesh to become a leading player in two – not just one – export products.
How do we see Bangladesh’s export prospects if the growth of global trade and output
sustains deleterious impacts in the aftermath of the China–US trade spat combined with
the Covid-19 pandemic? Popular perceptions suggest that it will dampen the prospects
of Bangladeshi exports in general if its main export markets and the world economy are
in recessionary mode. Against this argument is the theoretical construct that Bangladesh
is still a small economy in the global marketplace, and gaining market share even in a
contracting world economy will leave enough space for substantial export growth, as was
the case in the aftermath of the GFC when its exports showed enough resilience to
sustain growth in a contractionary environment. So, even in a shrinking global economy,
Bangladesh’s export prospects may face challenges but may not be written off.
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Finally, we can take some solace from an unknown future that promises a thread of
optimism. It is all too possible that the US will turn a page with the new Democratic
administration in 2021, one that will certainly turn the current tariff policy around 180
degrees and is likely to restore the mainstream trade policies of the past. The world will
then return to its past trading world order with resumption of trade and investment
openness and, quite appropriately, an overhaul of the multilateral trading system that the
WTO represents. For the Bangladeshi economy, this should present opportunities to be
seized, as in the past.
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8.

Drawing lessons from China–Vietnam success stories

In articulating a strategy for superior export performance in the post-Covid world
economy, Bangladesh could take some leaves out of the China–Vietnam books of
tremendous export success (Figure 6), in many ways even surpassing the well-known
East Asian miracle economies of the 1970s. The fact that both these economies have
socialist ownership and market structures with significant state intervention should not
discourage us from understanding how they have managed external trade and investment
opportunities by devising their own approach to WTO-consistent trade openness
combined with extensive courting of FDI. Drawing from China–Vietnam best practices
and adapting them to the Bangladesh context will be a pragmatic approach to take in the
post-Covid world.
Figure 6: Export growth in Bangladesh, China and Vietnam, 1980–2019
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8.1

China’s strategy of economic development post-1978

From its position of a poverty-ridden large society until the 1970s, the emergence of the
Chinese economy as a major global player within three decades of pro-market and proglobal reforms is the most striking example of a successful economic strategy in the 21st
century, so much so that it is being described as ‘the world’s factory’ for creating the
largest manufacturing hub in the world. This spectacular rise of China in becoming the
top exporter of the world perhaps overrides the record of the East Asian Tigers and is
worth a careful review by all developing economies aiming at growth acceleration and
poverty reduction in the shortest possible time. Bangladesh can surely attempt to take a
leaf or two out of the Chinese book.
The key features of China’s development strategy post-1978 that produced export surge,
rapid growth and poverty reduction comprised the following (World Bank, 2013):
Steady integration with the global economy. The establishment of special economic
zones (SEZs) and accession to the WTO in 2001 helped China expand its economic
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integration with the global economy. Actually, it was in the 1980s that China began
opening up to global trade and investment, well before its accession to the WTO.
Value chain integration. The country evolved from a somewhat closed and guarded
economy to a highly integrated manufacturing hub for GVCs by implementing policies to
attract foreign investment and promote trade facilitation. Over the years, China invested
heavily in transportation and information and communication technology (ICT)-related
infrastructure. Integration into GVCs helped improve firm productivity and
competitiveness. As a result, today China is one of three main global manufacturing hubs,
besides Germany and the US.
Asian economies are tightly linked with China through regional supply chains. McKinsey
Global Institute finds that value chains are becoming more regional and less global. This
development is particularly noticeable in Asia. China is the largest trading and investment
partner of Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore. In recent years, China’s role in
international trade has begun to shift. China is moving into higher value-added sections
of GVCs.
There is broad consensus that China’s growth is likely to slow; annual average growth
over the next 20 years is expected to be one-third less than annual average growth for
the past 30 years (6.6% versus 10%). Although current growth trends will enable them to
reach high-income status by 2030, the growth slowdown may have unexpected results
on the economy. Successful implementation of the reform policies aimed at finding new
growth drivers – increased efficiency in input use, higher human capital investments,
increased innovation and a shift to high-value services – will help China avoid the middleincome trap and maintain an expected average growth rate of between 6% and 7% a year
in the coming two decades, compared with an average of nearly 10% a year in the past
three decades.
Pragmatic and effective market-oriented reforms. One key feature of these reforms
was their ‘dual-track’ nature: supporting state-owned firms in old priority sectors while
liberalising the entry of private enterprises.
Balancing growth with social and macroeconomic stability. The unstable economic
situation that prevailed prior to the 1978 reform phase made economic growth an urgent
priority. A mix of fiscal, administrative and employment policies helped maintain social
stability during this period of rapid economic and structural change. The restructuring of
state-owned enterprises created massive displacement of labour, to be rehabilitated in
alternative employment.
Domestic market integration. Policies were undertaken to restrict the regional barriers
to the movement of goods, labour and capital and the establishment of a single national
market. Infrastructure development projects to improve connectivity via roads and coasts
were prioritised to help markets grow.
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8.2

Vietnam: manufacturing miracle of the 21st century

Worldwide, one in 10 smartphones is produced in Vietnam today. Mobile phones are
Vietnam’s number one export, generating export revenues of more than $50 billion in
2019. Globally, Vietnam is among the most open economies, with a trade-to-GDP ratio
of 190% in 2018. Through the removal of both tariff and non-tariff barriers and fulfilling its
commitment in several regional and global trade agreements, the country has made
remarkable achievements in trade liberalisation and integration with the largest trading
blocs in the world.
There is something unique about Vietnam’s development strategy. At a time when global
trade has stagnated, Vietnam’s trade had soared to 200% of GDP in 2018 from 70% in
2007. By leveraging the world economy, Vietnam’s manufacturing sector has steadily
expanded, adding an estimated 1.5 million new manufacturing jobs between 2014 and
2016 alone.
Why is manufacturing witnessing a renaissance in Vietnam, while relapsing in many parts
of the world? Given the recent clarion call by several world leaders to create
manufacturing jobs in their countries, Vietnam’s experience holds lessons for developing
and advanced economies alike. Vietnam has succeeded in sustaining strong export
growth based on its strong foundations through good policies. These lessons – global
integration, domestic liberalisation, courting FDI and investing in people and infrastructure
– are worth emulating for developing countries like Bangladesh.
First, trade policy has arguably been the most important industrial policy for Vietnam. With
Singapore, it shares the top spot in East Asia of being a member of bilateral and
multilateral free trade agreements. A signatory to 16 bilateral and multilateral free trade
agreements, Vietnam is a member of the WTO and the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) and has concluded bilateral agreements with the EU, the Eurasian
Customs Union, Japan, Korea and the US. Earlier this year, it became one of 11 countries
to join the revived CPTPP.
These trade agreements have dramatically reduced tariffs, anchored difficult domestic
reforms and opened much of the economy to foreign investment. It is estimated that more
than 10,000 foreign companies – including major global players such as Samsung, Intel
and LG – operate in Vietnam today, mostly in export-oriented, labour-intensive
manufacturing.
Second, Vietnam has leveraged its demographic dividend through effective investment in
its people. Vietnam’s efforts to promote access to primary education and to ensure its
quality through minimum quality standards have paid off.
Third is the country’s relentless focus on competitiveness and ease of doing business.
Vietnam has made steady progress in improving its investment climate, as evidenced by
higher scores on the 2018 World Economic Forum’s Competitiveness Index (up five
points to 55th in the world) and on the 2018 World Bank Ease of Doing Business ranking
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(68th in the world, up 31 places since 2014). Vietnam also reduced the corporate income
tax rate to 20% from 32% in 2003.
Finally, Vietnam has invested in infrastructure, especially in the power sector and
connectivity. Thanks in part to high public investment, power generation, transmission
and distribution capacity have been scaled up to meet rapidly rising demand.
Overall, Vietnam’s manufacturing sector remains relatively small. Most of the sector is
driven by FDI, which accounts for close to 90% of manufacturing exports. Many of the
newly created jobs in manufacturing are in basic assembly, which requires manual labour
but does not necessarily add a lot of value (per worker). Linkages between FDI and
domestic firms are weak. Moreover, as wages inevitably rise, Vietnam’s current
comparative advantage in low-skill, labour-intensive industries will start to dissipate, a
trend that may be amplified by new labour-saving technologies and automation.
Vietnam’s recent ascension to the ranks of global manufacturing hubs offers lessons on
the potential of export- and manufacturing-led growth.
8.3

Lessons for Bangladesh

When it comes to trade and industrial policy, the high-performing economies of East Asia,
including China, have left an indelible mark on development policies pursued until the
present day. Vietnam, a latecomer, has taken export orientation to the extreme with its
export-to-GDP ratio now crossing 100% and its trade-to-GDP ratio approaching 200%.
What is common in the development strategies of all these economies is the leveraging
of global markets through greater trade integration to provide impetus to industrialisation
and massive job creation at home. One common strategy across all the East Asian Tiger
economies was to ensure that, on balance, incentives to export production ‘remained
above those designed for production for the domestic market. This is contrary to the
orthodox prescription of maintaining neutral incentives between the two markets.
Industrial protection existed but was never high enough to undermine export incentives
or create significant anti-export bias. In the case of industrial policy, the ‘selective
industrialisation with significant government intervention’ approach taken by Korea
(heavy and chemical industries), Malaysia and Taiwan did not produce the intended
results and was ultimately abandoned by all. Departure from the age-old strategy of
import-substituting industrialisation to export-led industrialisation was clearly the
predominant strategy. With the rise in GVC integration and the explosion of trade in parts
and components, Vietnam brought in the added approach of FDI-led investment and
export orientation, so much so that, in 2018, FDI drove 90% of Vietnam’s manufacturing
exports. All three lessons – incentives favouring export production over import
substitution, the paradigm of export-led growth and FDI-driven manufacturing exports –
are worth drawing from in articulating a medium- to long-term development strategy for
Bangladesh.
Finally, it is important to reflect on the limited but effective role state intervention played
in these economies. Markets are powerful forces but they are not perfect; institutions are
needed to make them work efficiently and government interventions are needed to
improve on market outcomes. In this approach to development, there was always a
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supportive though market-facilitating role for the state with the pivotal responsibility of
providing a stable macro-economy with clear rules of the game, opening the economy
fully to international product and factor flows, giving the lead role to private enterprise and
furnishing essential public goods like basic human capital and infrastructure.
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9.

A post-Covid export development strategy for Bangladesh

Given the enormous challenges facing the export industry in the wake of Covid-19 and
the country’s impending LDC graduation, it is imperative for Bangladesh to rethink its
export development strategy in a comprehensive manner. The status quo with marginal
interventions through export subsidies that are not very effective is not a viable option
in a post-Covid world economic order fraught with enormous challenges but also
presenting immense opportunities. An over-valued real exchange rate policy combined
with heavy trade protection with built-in tariff escalation is a recipe for disaster as far
as export diversification and growth are concerned.
The post-Covid export development strategy must approach the challenge at three
levels:
1. improve export incentives by reversing the sharp appreciation of the real
exchange rate and by eliminating or alleviating the significant anti-export bias of
trade policy that discourages export production in favour of import substitutes
2. revamp logistics, the regulatory regime and trade infrastructure to enhance
export competitiveness and
3. seek market access opportunities by repositioning Bangladesh economy
through bilateral, regional and multilateral platforms in a post-Covid global trade
order with the prospect of significant preference erosion over the medium term
arising from the impending graduation out of LDC status by 2024.
These constitute the three main pillars of the Post-Covid-19 Export Development
Strategy.
PILLAR 1
The incentive challenge for export diversification
The government (Ministry of Commerce (MOC)) fully recognises that export
diversification has become a major challenge for future trade policy. Export diversification
matters because it lowers volatility and instability in export earnings. MOC believes that
the strategy of export diversification cannot be limited to product diversification in the
export basket. Rather, it must embrace many different facets, each of which addresses
the vulnerability aspect of export concentration, as summarised below:






product diversification – introducing a range of new products in the export basket
geographical diversification – widening the range of destination markets for
exports
quality diversification – upgrading the value of existing products, that is, moving
up market from low- to high-end products
goods-to-services diversification – seeking opportunities to expand nonmerchandise exports
intermediate goods diversification – with product diversification not necessarily
implying adding only final consumer goods in the export basket.
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Nevertheless, product diversification is the immediate and major challenge. Export
concentration in RMG, which now accounts for 84% of the Bangladesh export earning,
makes the economy, jobs and income extremely vulnerable to external shocks arising
from changes in global demand for RMG. While Bangladesh’s export growth for the past
decade and a half could be characterised as robust, a sudden decline in demand for
Bangladeshi RMG would send shock waves throughout the economy. Such a prospect
can be avoided through the creation of a diversified export basket. Some important nontraditional exports, like footwear and leather products, light engineering products (bicycle
and electronics), pharmaceuticals, ceramics, plastic products, jute goods and numerous
labour-intensive products, have the potential to grow (Ahmed and Sattar, 2019a). Thus,
product diversification is a key objective underlying the strategy for manufacturing growth.
To gain traction on export product diversification, MOC recognises the importance of
focusing on three aspects of the trade policy regime:




ensuring export competitiveness – by addressing barriers (e.g. tariffs, trade
infrastructure, energy and telecommunications, regulations, finance, etc.)
a strategy for reducing the anti-export bias of the trade regime and
a strategy for reducing the anti-diversification bias of exports.

While improving the trade infrastructure is important, MOC is aware of the need for careful
review and reform of the prevalent trade policy regime, which undermines incentives to
produce for exports. The export-led growth philosophy underscores the need to set up an
incentive structure that overcomes the problem of serious policy-induced anti-export bias.
The notion of the anti-export bias is related to the trade policy measures that act to favour
the import-substituting sector and discriminate against export activities. The principal
route to this ‘bias’ or discrimination is accomplished by altering relative prices of exports
and domestic sales. While for exporters it is not possible to influence the world price,
import tariffs and quantitative restrictions allow the producers to raise the domestic price
of their commodities above the world price. The resultant profitability (and thus relatively
high price of import substitutes to export goods) under the shield of protective measures
encourages reallocation of resources from the production of exportable to that of import
substitutes. Also, policy-induced domestic production may result in increased demand for
non-tradable, diverting further resources into this sector at the cost of exportable. True,
the domestic market is expanding rapidly, with a fast-growing middle class strengthening
domestic demand. Growth strategies that rely exclusively on domestic demand eventually
reach their limits. The home market is usually too small to sustain growth for long, and it
does not give an economy the same freedom to specialise in whatever it is best at
producing. Over time, future trade policy must move towards neutrality between domestic
and export markets, with a slight tilt for exports. The open world economy offers
developing countries like Bangladesh deep elastic markets for their exports, both RMG
and non-RMG.
At around the end of the 7th FYP (FY19), Bangladesh exported some 1,400 non-RMG
exports (at HS-6 digits) but only a handful reached the volume of $1 billion (e.g. jute and
jute goods, footwear and leather goods, home textiles, etc.) – though this picture would
be different if we include ‘deemed exports’ (backward linkage industries to RMG), where
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fabrics, yarn and accessories supplies accounted for over 60% of RMG exports of $34
billion in FY19. This is part of the export diversification to be reckoned with. As for other
non-RMG exports, the fact that exporting firms (estimated to number about 3,500) have
a choice between producing for exports or producing for the domestic market and find the
latter to be far more profitable (i.e. anti-export bias), the incentive to export looks feeble,
with the consequence that both the firms and their exports remain small in size (barely
300 non-RMG products exceed $1 million). The critical step needed to break ground on
export diversification and to obtain traction under these policy circumstances is to
rationalise the tariff and protection structure to change the current policy tilt in favour of
import substitute production. This is the necessary condition for getting progress in export
diversification that has been elusive so far.
Going forward, other aspects of efficiency and transparency will have to be added to
customs administration, which, by 2025, will no longer have a major role in revenue
collection because domestic taxes (income tax and VAT) will become the principal
revenue instruments. Trade facilitation will be the underlying principle of its existence.
Still, protection of specific products through the application of tariff peaks (a high tariff
rate) may emerge from time and time and exceptions to the uniform tariff rule would then
have to be made as temporary measures. Such a tariff structure will impart minimal
distortion to domestic production and trade. The Bangladesh trade regime must be so
formulated as to enable a modern high-tech industrial sector of the future to function with
seamless movement of goods and services across borders or via online with least
transaction costs.
Although China has ceded $30 billion of RMG exports in recent times, Bangladesh has
not been able to capture that market share in any significant way, according to BGMEA.
Product diversification of its export basket shows little movement as of now. For that to
happen, non-RMG exports will have to be given the same export regime as RMG (e.g.
duty-free imported inputs in a high tariff economy). If Bangladesh graduates out of LDC
status in 2024, it will be stripped of a lot of the benefits it receives currently and, therefore,
product diversification and geographical diversification has become a pressing need for
the country. Export concentration in RMG still stands at around 84% as export
diversification remains stalled. Bangladesh has yet to find emerging products with staying
power. Recent PRI research has shown that competitiveness of non-RMG products is not
the primary problem, trade policy is. Applying conventional competitiveness measures, of
the 292 non-RMG exports (of over $1 million) in FY18, some 40% were found to be highly
competitive, and another 20% moderately competitive relative to many countries
exporting to the same export destinations. But these exporters are also suppliers to the
domestic market, where profit margins tend to be much higher. Hence, the incentive to
export gets largely muted.
So, as a first step, an export diversification strategy will need to sharply reduce the antiexport bias of the tariff regime by reducing the tariffs and regulatory/supplementary duty
barriers. This measure can be supplemented by providing the non-RMG exports of 1,392
HS-6 products (in FY18) and the 4,100 exporters the same duty-free import facility as the
4,000 RMG exporters of 216 RMG products. A careful application of digital technology
can solve the problem of leakages from bonded system that concern policy-makers.
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The imperative of tariff rationalisation
Streamlining trade and tariff policies calls for a five-year programme of adjustment
culminating in a trade and tariff regime that is reflective of or trending towards an UMIC
economy, a goal that is set for 2031 in the Bangladesh PP2041. Needless to say, the
current tariff regime, which is replete with para-tariffs for protection purposes and the near
absence of tariff bindings on manufacturing products, will have to change dramatically
once the economy loses LDC status. Both the external content (opening markets by
seizing opportunities of bilateral, regional and plurilateral agreements) and the domestic
content (eliminating the anti-export bias by balancing incentives for exports and domestic
sales) of trade policy will have to be revamped to fit the demands of a dynamic global
market and an export-oriented trading regime, not to mention the impending structural
adjustments that might be unleashed on the manufacturing and services sector by the
ongoing 4IR.
The current tariff structure is archaic and needs urgent reforms. One required priority
action is the further rationalisation and modernisation of the tariff regime. Research and
cross-country evidence regarding protection confirm that (i) protection once given has a
tendency to perpetuate as producers in protected activities develop a vested interest in
maintaining it; and (ii) industries protected for too long become inefficient and
uncompetitive at the global level as they have little incentive to innovate or raise
productivity. The past decline in the average NPR owed primarily to the reduction in tariffs
on basic raw materials, capital goods and intermediate inputs, while the top customs duty
(CD) rate has remained flat at 25% since FY05, topped up by generous supplement of
levies such as supplementary duty (SD) and regulatory duty (RD) – para-tariffs (Table 5).
While the average NPR for input categories has been declining rapidly, it has remained
mostly flat for final consumer goods. The wedge between output and input tariffs has
become unusually large, unlike that in any other country (Figure 7 and Table 11). This
trend of input and output tariffs is unique to Bangladesh and deviates far from the pattern
in the high-performing economies in East Asia and other comparator countries. Two
things to be noted: while the divergence between input and output tariffs (tariff escalation
ratio) in comparator countries is low and over time both input and output tariffs trend
downwards, Bangladesh’s tariffs have not followed this trend. Instead, output tariffs have
risen while inputs tariffs have declined over time.
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Figure 7: Trends in output and input tariffs, Bangladesh, India, Malaysia, Thailand
and Vietnam
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Table 11: Tariff escalation ratios of Bangladesh and selected countries/regions
Country/region

Year

Average input
tariff
13.13
8.33
11.69
5.28
13.24
3.69
5.01
7.92
6.41
7.69
10.66
3.65

Bangladesh
2018
China
2016
India
2016
Indonesia
2013
South Korea
2015
Malaysia
2014
Philippines
2015
Thailand
2015
Vietnam
2016
Turkey
2016
South Asia
2016
ASEAN
2016
Source: NBR; WITS, World Bank

Average output
tariff
45.98
13.41
14.99
9.20
12.06
7.53
9.82
18.59
17.59
10.58
16.00
7.27

Tariff escalation
ratio
3.50
1.61
1.28
1.74
0.91
2.04
1.96
2.35
2.74
1.38
1.50
1.99

The gaping wedge between the two averages – of input and output tariffs – lasted all
through the 6th and 7th FYPs (Table 12). This is untenable and needs to change for the
future. There is no justification for tariff escalation – defined as ratio of average tariff on
output over average tariff on inputs – to be so high.
Table 12: Average tariff trends, FY11–FY21 (%)
FY11
Average NPR
23.74
Average output tariff
41.29
Average input tariff
12.5
Source: PRI staff estimates based on NBR data

FY15
26.69
43.16
12.02

FY16
25.60
41.32
11.63

FY20
26.75
46.43
13.52

FY21
27.08
47.0
13.69

Figure 8: Average NPR, average input and output tariffs, FY11–FY20
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The common perception is that the reduction in input tariffs while keeping output tariffs
high makes domestic production of import substitutes more competitive. But the net
outcome of this process is higher effective protection to domestic producers over time,
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yielding windfall profits simply through tariffs and without any improvement in productivity
or competitiveness. This breeds further inefficiencies in the protected industries. This
simply cannot be a long-term protection strategy for an economy seeking a productive
and competitive manufacturing sector during the run-up to graduation in 2024.
To continue on a path of sustainable export growth with a diversified basket of goods,
Bangladesh faces an immediate challenge to restructure its tariff regime in order to
gradually phase out effective protection levels and anti-export bias. In the process, tariff
escalation rates would be gradually minimised as the tariff structure trends towards low
and uniform rates.
Protection, particularly for those industries that have enjoyed protection for 10 years or
more, will have to be phased out in five years. Activities that have enjoyed protection for
less than 10 years will have to be notified that further protection will be made time-bound
and performance-based on output/employment or exports.
Figure 9 charts a possible tariff and protection regime for the next decade. In view of the
currently high levels of NPR on final consumer goods, the proposed structure calls for
gradual but significant reduction of NPR on these goods while making modest
adjustments to input tariffs along the way. Hence, the average final consumer goods NPR
of 47% in FY21 will have to be reduced to 15% by FY25 and to 5% by FY30.3 Meanwhile,
average input NPRs will decline from 13.7% in FY21, to 10% by FY25 and to 5% by FY30.
Thereafter, the tariff regime will be one with low uniform tariffs of about 5% without
distinction between input and output. On the face of it, the proposed tariff and protection
trend would appear contrary to current trends, but that seems to be the only way to go if
Bangladesh is to undergo transformative change in its structure of production where
production, jobs and income hinge on the success of exports which, by FY25 and beyond,
could constitute 50–75% of GDP.

3

Note that roughly half of the NPR comes from para-tariffs like SD/RD, which will have to be phased out by 2024 anyway,
revenue loss notwithstanding.
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Figure 9: Forward-looking tariff profile, FY21–FY30
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The potential adverse revenue implications of tariff rationalisation must be addressed.
Currently, 30% of NBR tax revenue comes from trade taxes (including VAT on imports)
compared with 60% in 1990. The strategic shift from reliance on trade taxes to domestic
taxes has been occurring – as it should – but this needs to be accelerated as trade taxes
are the most distorting form of taxation. The strategic option is to gradually reduce
average tariff protection on consumer goods by reducing the top customs duty rate of
25% (stuck at that level for 15 years) and cutting back on para-tariffs. At 47%, the average
NPR (protection) on consumer goods is already too high, with tariff escalation the highest
among comparators. Because tariff elasticities are highest for consumer goods imports,
revenue losses from tariff reduction are expected to be modest. Bangladesh’s experience
with tariff reduction in the early 1990s showed no loss of revenue, as the average NPR
came down from 90% in 1992 to 45% in 1995. In the present context, even if there is
some loss in revenue, this could be made up for by expanding the income tax base and
through major reforms in VAT. Attention must also shift to reforming income taxes and
rejuvenating and modernising the entire tax system to make it business-friendly and more
productive. A highly positive development is the adoption by the government of a longterm fiscal framework that is consistent with these reforms of the tax structure as a part
of PP2041.
Export subsidies and protective tariffs
Besides access to credit at concessional rates, cash export subsidies are the major
instruments used for incentivising exports of non-RMG products. Under Export Policy
Order 2015–2018, two types of activities are provided special benefits and facilities. First
are industries that are deemed the highest priority sectors; and second are activities
classified as special development sectors.
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There are some 25 product groups identified for export subsidies, ranging between 4%
and 20% for various products, in order to promote their exports. As an LDC, Bangladesh
is now by and large exempted from complying with the WTO’s SCM Agreement and the
related AoA, thanks to the provision of SDT for LDCs and developing countries. However,
LDCs and developing countries with a gross national income (GNI) per capita of less than
$1,000 per year (at 1995 US dollars) are exempted from the prohibition on export
subsidies (Article 27 of the SCM Agreement, Annex VII). Bangladesh’s GNI per capita is
expected to cross the $1,000 threshold by 2024–2026, after which there will be a phaseout period of eight years or so, to remove all non-compliant export subsidies.
The economic case for export subsidies globally and in Bangladesh is very thin. In most
cases, export subsidies do not work. This is particularly true in Bangladesh, where export
subsidies have not helped non-RMG exports. In the case of RMG exports, other factors,
like the bonded warehouse facility, back-to-back letters of credit (BBLCs), duty-free entry
into the EU market and supportive exchange rate management have been the more
dominant factors. As noted, there is quantitative evidence that exports have benefited
from flexible exchange rate policy and trade liberalisation. On the other hand, continued
large trade protection has led to a serious anti-export bias in trade policy. The adverse
effects of trade protection have been compounded in recent years by a large appreciation
of the real exchange rate. These two factors have fundamentally prevented the
emergence of a diversified export base.
But success (or failure) of our export subsidy policy has seldom been evaluated. The
economic case for subsidies is weak and cross-country or historical evidence does not
really show many success stories.4 Like tariff protection, the argument for such subsidies
is the ‘infant industry’ argument. There is no evidence that export subsidies can offset the
adverse effects of large trade protection or an appreciation of the real exchange rate.
That is the crux of the problem in Bangladesh. Tariff protection is an indirect subsidy to
import substitute production. For most consumer goods produced domestically, the NPR
ranges from 56% to 113%, against export subsidies ranging from 5% to 20%, which
amounted to 4,500 crore taka in FY19. Moreover, the fact that export subsidies are borne
out of the Budget sets an inherent constraint, whereas protective tariffs are a burden on
the consumer. Since export subsidies are no match for the rate of protection, and
restricted by fiscal constraint and WTO rules, these subsidies can hardly offset the
imbalance of incentives in order to stimulate non-RMG exports (and trigger export
diversification).
The analytical and empirical basis for the government’s export subsidy policy is not
available to assess, and as a result it is not obvious on what basis export subsidies are
provided. Nor is there any analysis of whether any export subsidy is achieving its intended
objective. The absence of a systematic analysis of the effectiveness of subsidies on
export performance is a major gap that the government needs to address soon. Two of
the main direct export subsidies offered in Bangladesh are inconsistent with the SCM
Agreement and will thus need to be phased away before 2024 (Ahmed and Sattar,
2019b). These include cash incentives and duty and tax concessions to export firms other
4

Korea employed export subsidies to promote exports in the 1960s and 1970s but that country had low tariff protection to
contend with. Export subsidies outweighed incentives to import substitute production.
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than linked to duty drawback. Other export promotion programmes, such as the bonded
warehouse facility, BBLCs and the duty drawback scheme, should not be a problem.
Export financing and insurance support could in principle present a problem but may be
defended on the grounds that the interest rates and insurance premiums are comparable
with financing options available internationally.
The net result is what we see: export subsidies have not fuelled export diversification.
The following actions are suggested:


The government needs to rethink its trade and exchange rate policies with the twin
objectives of promoting the growth of a diversified export base, while ensuring the
compliance of trade policies with the WTO. It may want to develop and adopt a
medium-term tariff and a para-tariff reform programme that substantially lowers trade
protection over the next five years.



Prolonged real appreciation of the taka sustained under rigid management of the
exchange rate is inconsistent with export promotion and export diversification. This
rigid exchange rate policy must be reversed soon. No new export subsidy should be
allowed. This was a very expensive policy decision and has little to do with a thoughtful
approach to export promotion.



First, the government should combine subsidy withdrawal with better incentive policies
through corrections of the real exchange rate and a reduction in trade protection.
Second, the reform package should provide better incentives to more than
compensate for the withdrawal of subsidies.



The export subsidy cost grew substantially between FY13 and FY19. Once the effects
of the two new subsidies (1% incentive to RMG and the 2 taka/$ incentive to official
remittance inflows) announced in the FY19/20 Budget is taken into account, the
subsidy cost will likely nearly double within a one-year period. The positive impact on
remittances is worth noting, though the stimulus to RMG exports is something to
watch. Subsidies in general do not appear to have any impact on export diversification,
as indicated by negligible growth in non-RMG exports during the 7th FYP period (2.9%
per year only), and are of marginal, if any, benefit for RMG exports. A combined policy
move to reduce tariff protection and depreciate the exchange rate will do wonders for
export growth and diversification, which will then allow the phasing-out of all cash
subsidies and tax breaks to exports by 2024 as required under the SCM Agreement.
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Appreciation of the REER and a case for depreciation
The system of fixed exchange rates has long been abandoned around the world, shifting
in favour of flexible exchange rates. Economies that have achieved export success have
all shown one common trait – they have strictly avoided overvaluation of their currencies
and have often chosen to keep their exchange rates depreciated. Bangladesh moved
from fixed to flexible exchange rates in early 1990s, then adopted a floating regime
(managed float) in 2004. Although BB has by and large deftly handled the exchange rate
and ensured stability of the nominal exchange rate, the REER has shown signs of
significant appreciation over the past several years, which undermines export
competitiveness (Figure 10).
Figure 10 shows two trends of the REER based on the number of currencies entering the
basket. The first basket, comprising eight currencies and using a base of 2001, shows a
substantial appreciation of the REER between FY06 and FY17, amounting to an average
real appreciation of 5% per year. This constitutes a huge tax on exports and a subsidy to
imports. Following a readjustment of the REER weights (from eight to 15 currency
baskets), the revised REER again confirms significant appreciation of the REER index
from 107 in FY17 to 149 in FY20, which amounts to an annual average appreciation of
the REER of 12% per year. Such an appreciation is clearly unsustainable for export
diversification and must be reformed quickly. PRI research (Sattar, 2017) has also shown
the way to counterbalance any inflationary effects of such a depreciation (the major
argument against depreciation), through structured downward adjustment of tariffs
without affecting customs revenues.
Figure 10: Exchange rate movements, FY03–FY20
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There is no way that export performance could return to pre-2015 levels burdened by an
appreciating real exchange rate in such large amounts. Indeed, the import slowdown and
record remittance inflows have contributed to reserve accumulation that is putting further
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appreciation pressure on the REER, prompting BB to intervene with episodic purchase of
foreign exchange from the market. But that is hardly a panacea. To ensure
competitiveness, there is an immediate need to depreciate the taka–dollar exchange rate
by 5–10%. The good news is that the Covid-19 crisis has not led to a major drawdown of
official foreign exchange reserves. The bad news is that reserves reached record levels
nearing $40 billion (or 10 months of projected imports) by end October 2020, and are still
rising, with appreciation pressure mounting. This unusual phenomenon, if left unattended,
threatens to create a ‘Dutch disease’ situation that could severely hurt RMG exports in
the coming months, and post-Covid export recovery could be seriously weakened. In the
past year or so, most of Bangladesh’s competitors as well as trading partners have had
to depreciate their currencies to maintain export competitiveness in the international
market. Bangladesh can ill afford to let its REER continue to appreciate in the course of
a post-Covid recovery. Under the circumstances, at a minimum a modest depreciation
appears to be the right strategy for export push in a slowly recovering global economy.
Based on the available evidence, the conclusion is that the large anti-export bias of trade
protection and the additional substantial loss in export competitiveness owing to the
appreciation of the real exchange rate have basically rendered cash subsidies and other
fiscal incentives for exports ineffective instruments of export growth and diversification.
Export growth has been sluggish since FY17 and was yet to recover its long-term trend
when the Covid-19 pandemic struck. Proper management of the exchange rate to boost
exports will have to be a major policy focus during the post-Covid recovery.
PILLAR 2
Behind-the-border measures for export competitiveness
Along with incentive policies, export competitiveness also depends heavily on cost
structure and labour productivity. These involve policies, labelled ‘behind-the-border
measures for export competitiveness’, that include, among others, productivity
enhancement and cost reduction through enhancing skills, revamping logistics, the
regulatory regime and trade infrastructure, all directed towards enhancing export
competitiveness.
Stability of the macroeconomic environment, effectiveness of export-promoting and
export-supporting institutions and smooth functioning of financial markets are necessities.
Furthermore, governance quality should be improved through promoting transparency
and accountability, and by reducing the extent of corruption. The government should also
take an effective role in technology diffusion and in providing appropriate physical
infrastructural facilities.
The competitiveness agenda is getting increasingly more challenging in the era of 4IR
and the associated technology revolution, and automation. Trade preferences and trade
concessions seek to compensate for some of the inherent vulnerabilities of LDCs. These
vulnerabilities often include the high cost of production owing to infrastructure constraints
and other domestic policy-induced rigidities. Indeed, global evidence shows that high
trade logistic costs often impose a higher cost disadvantage than do trade taxes in
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developing countries. Evidence from Bangladesh also shows there are many behind-theborder constraints that increase the cost of production and trading across borders, thus
undermining export competitiveness.
The Covid-19 crisis has brought urgency to the strategic need for enhancing productivity
to ensure export competitiveness. Over the next five years or so, Bangladesh must be
ready to face unbridled competition in the global marketplace as significant ‘preference
erosion’ will have taken place by then (owing to LDC graduation). In the new competitive
environment, the key challenge for Bangladesh will be to raise ‘productivity’ of firms and
industries/sectors within the framework of sound macroeconomic management.
Bangladesh has roughly five years to climb appreciably up the ladder of the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business ranking, where it is behind most of the comparators. Economic
governance and regulatory environment have to be conducive for business and
investment – with well-functioning factor markets, efficiently run infrastructure services,
easy market entry/exit, an enabling regulatory environment and bureaucracy, access to
information and strong competitive pressures – which would allow firms to become more
productive, competitive, dynamic and innovative. Such an environment accentuates the
competitiveness of exporting firms. It extends beyond comparative advantage (based on
cheap labour) and shifts to competing on the basis of competitive advantages.
Meeting the skills challenge
Bangladesh has successfully relied on its low-cost abundant labour supply in penetrating
the RMG market. Changing technology under 4IR now requires investments in new
technology that needs a skilled labour force. This transition is already underway as the
Bangladeshi RMG sector adopts automation and more capital-intensive means of
production. The available stock of labour skill is no longer compatible with the needs of
the manufacturing sector evolving under 4IR. This can be easily gauged from the
available evidence of the skills profile of the labour force. According to the latest available
Labour Force Survey (LFS 2016–2017), some 32% of the labour force had zero
education, 26% had only primary education, 36% had secondary/higher secondary
education and only 6% had tertiary-level education. Only 2% of the labour force had any
access to training. There are also major problems with the quality of education and
training. The unemployment rate for tertiary graduates was 13.4% in 2016–2017. While
the government has adopted several training schemes to retrain the labour force, a
massive effort is needed to upgrade skills through investments in education and training
along with much more emphasis on ICT and STEM (science, technology, engineering
and maths) subjects. A related challenge is to strengthen the innovation capacity of the
economy through stronger investments in research and development (R&D),
strengthening research capabilities of universities and linking R&D to the university
research. While understandably the skills challenge is a long-term challenge, rapid
progress is essential for the next five years, which could be done under the 8th FYP.
Improving trade logistics
Export competitiveness can be adversely affected by the high cost of trading, both for
imports of raw materials and capital goods and for exports of products. Bangladesh has
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gradually opened its economy to international trade. Domestic production and investment
are now heavily reliant on imported inputs. Imports as a share of GDP amounted to 22%
in FY18. Exports have also grown and are now at about 14% of GDP. The financial cost
of trading (transport, insurance, handling) and the efficiency of port clearances can both
have determining influence on competitiveness.
Recognising the importance of trade logistics, the World Bank compiles and regularly
updates an index of trade logistics performance (the Logistics Performance Index (LPI))
and ranks countries based on the LPI scores. Figure 11 presents the 2018 LPI rankings
for Bangladesh and comparators. Bangladesh is ranked at 100 out of 160 countries, very
low relative to China, India, Thailand and Vietnam. For example, China, India and
Vietnam are major competitors of Bangladesh for RMG in the EU market and the higher
cost of trade logistics may have serious adverse consequences for maintaining market
share post-LDC graduation. So, paying attention to improving trade logistics performance
gains added significance in a post-graduation environment. Bangladesh must improve its
LPI rankings.
Figure 11: Bangladesh ranking on the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index,
2018
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Key logistics strategy post-Covid. Exports stimulate imports. Delays in imports not only
increase the costs to the firms importing them but also put them in a tight situation when
many of these imports are raw materials for export-oriented industries. Chittagong port
handles 75% of Bangladesh’s $100 billion of export–import trade. Ship turnaround time
and cargo clearance from container yards are longer than most ports in the region. The
time it takes to complete international trade transactions and the financial cost of
complying with the documentary and border clearance requirements is very high relative
to the average for South Asia and OECD countries (Table 13). This is a particularly
worrisome result for export diversification.
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Table 13: Transaction cost of trading across the border
Indicator
Time to export: border compliance (hours)
Cost of export: border compliance ($)
Time to export: documentary compliance
(hours)
Cost to export: documentary compliance ($)
Time to import: border compliance (hours)
Cost of import: border compliance ($)
Time to import: documentary compliance
(hours)
Cost of import: documentary compliance ($)
Source: World Bank (2019)

Bangladesh
168
408
147

South Asia
53.4
310.6
73.7

OECD high income
12.7
136.8
2.3

225
216
900
144

157.9
85.7
472.9
93.7

33.4
8.5
98.1
3.4

370

261.7

23.5

The regulatory policies underlying international trade must be simplified to reduce the
transaction costs of trade. Operational efficiency at the port must be radically enhanced
to ensure lower turnaround time for vessels in order to benchmark good productivity and
performance in this port. High efficiency in import clearance at ports is critical for export
competitiveness. Customs administration is ripe for radical transformation and
modernisation into a trade facilitation institution by gradually making a strategic shift out
of its current predominant role as a revenue collection authority. As a signatory to the
WTO’s Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA), Bangladesh is committed to implementing a
host of measures to enhance the efficacy of at-the-border and behind-the-border traderelated regulations, processes and logistics infrastructure. The TFA is expected to
augment international trade by about $1 trillion and Bangladesh will have to make itself
ready to take a fair share of that augmented pie in the years ahead.
Improving the post-Covid trade regulatory regime. A set of modifications or amendments
to the two principal instruments (orders and notifications) used by MOC for managing
import–export flows of goods and services could be helpful to reduce the cost of trading.
MOC manages import–export trade through the periodic issuance of two notifications.
These are the three-year Import Policy Order (IPO) and the Export Policy (EP). The MOC
website lists IPO 2015–2018 as the active IPO and MOC confirms that IPO 2018–2021
is still under preparation. The active export policy is Export Policy 2018–2021, though it
is not yet on the website. While the IPO consists of mandatory regulations to be complied
with, the EP is more a promotional document recording various commitments (albeit nonbinding) of the government in facilitating export expansion.
It is a general presumption that these two MOC notifications guide Bangladesh’s trade
policy orientation and direction. However, a closer examination suggests otherwise. In a
fundamental sense, the IPO comprises a set of legally binding regulations and processes
governing the import of goods during the period of validity of the IPO (e.g. currently 2018
and beyond). The IPO outlines restrictions and procedures for the importation of goods
that must be followed by importers (and exporters of source countries). Importantly, these
regulations are expected to be compliant with WTO rules that Bangladesh, as a member
of WTO, wishes to abide by. In large measure, the prevailing bans and restrictions are
consistent with measures authorized under WTO’s Agreement on the Application of
Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) Measures and the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)
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Agreement. By complying with WTO rules regarding SPS and TBT, Bangladesh has
avoided getting into too many trade disputes with trading partners, except on a few
occasions.
To summarise, the IPO:







lays down rules, regulations and processes to be complied with by importers
ensures merchandise imports are compliant with SPS – food safety, animal and
plant health measures
ensures merchandise imports are compliant with quality standards consistent
with TBT requirements
facilitates imports for industrial use
facilitates imports used as intermediate inputs and raw materials for exports
facilitates imports into SEZ and export processing zones (EPZs).

Notably, import bans and restrictions for trade protection purposes were phased out by
2005. Also, the BoP argument for restricting imports has not been a practice in recent
times, as trade and current account balances have been maintained at sustainable levels.
So, ostensibly, protection policy is not an issue for the IPO, though analysts would argue
that, if stipulated regulations and processes are too stringently applied so that they start
serving as barriers to trade, then some application of IPO measures could have
protectionist implications.
The EP 2018–2021, on the other hand, is more a promotional notification that elaborates
the government’s avowed goal of stimulating export-led growth. In pursuit of that primary
objective, the EP lays out various incentive schemes, including cash subsidies for specific
exports, as well as other support measures aimed at diversifying the export basket.
Nevertheless, like the IPO but much more limited, there are some regulatory and
restrictive instructions governing exports.
Trade principles tell us that these two instruments are an integral part of the same goal –
expanding trade, stimulating exports and maintaining a seamless supply of imports for
industrial growth at competitive global prices. Recognition of this inter-linkage between
the two policy instruments is critical for formulating the right approach to import–export
trade. Rather than looking at these two formulations as mutually exclusive instruments, it
would be ideal to take a combined and integrated approach to the formulation of import
and export policies.
The periodic issuance of IPOs by MOC has ensured that Bangladesh has adhered to the
rules-based global trade under the WTO multilateral system, with occasional disputes
with trading partners. The Covid-19 pandemic has brought urgency to making some
adjustments to these two instruments to support the government’s determination to
address the health and economic challenges posed by the pandemic threat.
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Proposed amendments to the Import Policy Order and Export Policy
Acknowledging that the Covid-19 pandemic is posing a tremendous shock to global trade
flows with a consequential impact on Bangladesh’s import and export trade, it is
imperative that MOC make appropriate adjustments to its trade orientation by making
suitable additions, modifications and/or revisions to the existing regulatory and
promotional regimes covering import and export trade. Coping with the health and
economic shocks emanating from the pandemic also calls for suitable measures to be
taken to add flexibility and pragmatism to our import–export regulatory regime for a
temporary period of at least two years. The principles underlying the proposed
adjustments could be stated as follows:







Facilitate the availability of medical and pharmaceutical products and equipment
to address the health care management challenges.
Safeguard food security by ensuring minimum domestic supply chain disruptions
and maintaining smooth cross-border flow of staple food and edible products.
Introduce temporary measures to alleviate the supply and/or demand shocks
from any external trade restrictions.
Introduce measures to incentivise exports and promote investment in exportoriented sectors of the economy in order to be ready to take full advantage of
demand pick-up during the recovery stage as the impact of the pandemic fades
out globally, as well as in the domestic economy.
Ensure that even with these adjustments Bangladesh’s trade policy and trade
regulatory regime remains compliant with the global trade rules under the
auspices of the WTO.

Immediate trade facilitating measures in the IPO: recommending modifications to the
active IPO 2015–2018 (while IPO 2018–2021 is under preparation) in response to Covid
19.
The main purpose of this segment of the report on the trade policy response to Covid-19
is to suggest temporary measures that could add flexibility and speed of clearance of
goods to the prevailing regulations and processes. These could include measures to
facilitate the seamless and speedy importation and clearance of specific product groups
that are deemed essential imports in addressing the Covid-induced health crisis and the
consequential fallout for the lives and livelihoods of a wide swathe of Bangladesh’s
population. Health care management, protection of the vulnerable population, food
security and the overall policy response for economic recovery through export expansion
are at stake. The following aspects could be emphasised:
1. facilitating the importation of essential Covid-19 related medical goods and
supplies
2. facilitating the importation of essential consumer products (food and non-food)
to support consumption of essential items and limit negative impacts on the
poorest
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3. facilitating the importation of critical intermediate inputs and raw materials used
in the production of exports in order to maintain jobs and foreign exchange
earnings
4. streamlining regulatory procedures to facilitate access to Covid-related medical
goods and essential food products
5. contributing to macroeconomic policy efforts to shield the economy from a Covidrelated downturn.
Several measures are needed to address food security concerns in Bangladesh .
Specifically, maintaining food security will require special attention to (i) ensure
functioning food markets and value chains (domestically and internationally); (ii) maintain
purchasing power (social protection measures) of the rural and urban poor, including the
large informal sector; and (iii) safeguard production of the next agricultural season (input
and labour supply) (World Bank, 2020a, 2020b).
During the Covid-19 pandemic, regardless of what some countries might be doing,
Bangladesh should emphasise trade openness and avoid imposing trade restrictions.
True, there are worrisome developments regarding potential trade restrictions in some
countries, which risk creating a food price spike despite sufficient global food supplies.
Trade restrictions can further increase food insecurity risks. Import tariffs can limit the
availability of essential food supplies, while export restrictions further raise the level and
the volatility of food staples. Trade restrictions can affect import-dependent essential food
products such as wheat, sugar and edible oils in Bangladesh. While Bangladesh is selfsufficient in rice production, the country is largely dependent on imports of other essential
items such as wheat and sugar. In addition, 90–92% of demand for edible oil is met
through import. Therefore, Bangladesh would do well to maintain import–export flows
largely uninterrupted during the pandemic.
The NBR has responded promptly by issuing three Statutory Regulatory Orders (SROs)
waiving duties and taxes on a host of anti-epidemic goods, manufacturing of masks,
medical equipment, medical supplies, medicines, textile raw materials for masks and
coveralls, etc. What IPO 2018–2021 (under preparation) could do is to supplement Covidrelated NBR SROs by adding a commensurate degree of flexibility to the import of items
listed.
The Covid-19 challenges could be addressed ideally through an Addendum to IPO 2015–
2018 (or the forthcoming IPO 2018–2021). This Addendum could be envisaged as
temporary, having a validity of two years with possibility of extension if MOC so considers.
Annexure 1 of IPO 2015–2018 provides a list of Controlled Goods. Some goods are
banned for importation on the grounds of national security, religious sensitivities, health
effects and so on. All other imports are freely importable but with restrictions (which are
basically regulatory and process requirements consistent with WTO rules). An additional
annex could be added as the Covid-19 response-related Addendum. This Addendum,
called the Addendum for the Covid-19 Response, would be the facilitating rather than the
import-restrictive Addendum.
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This Addendum could consist of two parts: the first of a list of medical equipment and
pharmaceutical products related to the control, mitigation and treatment of Covid-19, the
second a list of essential consumer and food products whose importation will create
adequate supplies and lower prices of food products as well as sustain food security over
the crisis period and beyond. Facilitating importation of medical equipment and
pharmaceutical products will require close coordination between MOC and the
Directorate General of Drug Administration – the agency that approves the list of
medicines and pharmaceutical products that can be imported.
Table A2.1 in Annex 2 provides the list of medical equipment and related goods, including
pharmaceutical products. As a sign of good practice, on 22 March 2020, the NBR
removed all tariffs and taxes on this list of Covid-related products. Similarly, Table A2.2
lists edible items and essential food products to complement the government efforts to
ensure adequate food supplies and maintain food security for the vulnerable population.
Quite apart from facilitating the smooth importation of products most needed to cope with
the Covid-19 pandemic, it is just as critical to streamline regulatory procedures
incorporated in IPO 2015–2018 (i.e. incorporating them in IPO 2018–2021), particularly
the items listed in the Covid-19 Addendum, comprising medical goods and essential food
products, by taking the following measures:













removing the need for applications, permits and licences for products that pose
minimal risk to human health, environmental safety or consumer protection
streamlining the procedures for those that are required
utilising web-based or automated options for requesting and obtaining the
documents
prioritising the issuance and regulatory approval of imports of all Covid-related
medical goods, essential food items and perishables
suspending fees and charges associated with the issuance of any licences, permits
and certificates required for these products
recognising certificates or systems of conformity for medical equipment, essential
food items and farming inputs from accredited agencies in countries with similar or
higher standards
implementing risk management to allow low-risk critical supplies to quickly pass
clearance controls
supporting increased collaboration among customs, port and airport authorities,
and relevant ministries; for example, agencies responsible for SPS standards should
work together to design special regimes for expedited clearance for essential medical
goods, food products and farming inputs
improving customs operations through greater use of ICT, flexible working
schedules, longer opening of land and seaports, expanded access to telephone and
online enquiry points, all of which can increase efficiency and limit the physical
presence and interaction of logistics workers and officials at customs points
supporting cooperative arrangements among small-scale cross-border traders to
organise their supply chains, reducing movement and interaction of people but
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enabling business continuity, particularly in cases where borders are closed to the
movement of people.
While introducing flexibility in the IPO regime, it will be important for the government to
work with neighbouring country governments to implement containment measures,
including social distancing, while allowing commerce to flow as freely as possible by
eliminating unnecessary barriers to trade.
Revamping the EP for promoting exports in a post-Covid economic recovery
With a view to promote exports, MOC formulates a three-year EP as a guide to business
enterprises regarding the various incentives and public support mechanisms giving export
activity the desired impetus while making exports profitable and competitive in the world
market. Unlike the IPO, the EP has very limited binding regulations or processes. One
chapter in the EP does lay down some of the regulatory (largely administrative) processes
to be followed, including the listing of certain banned items and some on which restrictions
or conditions apply in the case of exports. While all exports are free from any bans or
restrictions, a list of products banned for exportation exists on the grounds of national
security, maintenance of food security, religious sentiments or environmental impact. In
addition, certain export products are subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions that are
mostly procedural or regulatory (e.g. re-export).
Though it may be tempting to ban or restrict some items critically needed for the health
care emergency arising from the Covid-19 crisis, it would give the wrong signal to our
trading partners and the global community on Bangladesh’s stance in solving this global
crisis. In particular, Bangladesh is predominantly an importer of most Covid-related
medical equipment and TFT export bans by trading partners will only make the situation
worse. Bangladesh stands to gain by lending a hand to the global community in resolving
this global pandemic.
National lockdowns, as well as the global lockdown, have caused a massive supply and
demand shock around the globe. This has disrupted supply chains across borders with a
major negative shock for Bangladesh exports, which could be down more than 20% in
FY20. An integral part of any programme for post-Covid economic recovery must contain
measures for stimulating exports in order to restore jobs and foreign exchange earnings
from exports, direct and deemed. Covid-responsive export strategies could include three
phases: (i) immediate relief, (ii) medium-tern response and (iii) long-term response and
growth. Like the Addendum proposed in the IPO, a Covid-19 Addendum could be added
to the EP 2018–2021 emphasising flexibility and ease in matters of regulatory control of
exports on the one hand, and refurbishing incentives and waiving any taxes on exports
on the other.
This Addendum could include, among other things, the following measures to support
exporters to maintain jobs and foreign exchange earnings:


removing all bans, quantitative restrictions and taxes on exports of medical equipment
and pharmaceutical products, unless bans or restrictions are mandated on the
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grounds of national security, environmental protection or religious or social
sensitivities
waiving withholding taxes (e.g. the advance income tax) on exports
improving export processing by expediting all export applications, licences and
permits and removing those not required to maintain market access or to protect
health, safety and security
reimbursing exporters that have lost overseas sales VAT that was paid on inputs in
the expectation that it would be refunded on export, for the duration of the crisis (e.g.
RMG and other exporters using BBLCs to cover input costs to be paid from export
proceeds).

Strengthening electricity and transport infrastructure
In today’s globalised environment, infrastructure is one fundamental determinant of
external competitiveness. While high GDP growth has been achieved, for further growth
acceleration and to achieve the medium- to long-term socioeconomic development
targets, improved infrastructure including expanded and uninterrupted power supplies will
be crucial. Besides, Bangladesh’s inability to attract enough FDI as well as to mobilise
higher levels of domestic private investment is often attributable to the lack of adequate
and reliable infrastructure services. The 6th and 7th FYPs rightly prioritised the need for
improved power, energy, transport and other infrastructure-related services in achieving
GDP growth and development targets. The implementation of these plans has been
backed by enhanced resource allocation through the Annual Development Programme,
leveraging private investments in the power sector with policy and institutional support.
Considerable progress has been achieved in terms of upgrading power and transport
infrastructure. But the magnitude of the infrastructure gap can be gauged through crosscountry comparison of infrastructure adequacy. The World Economic Forum regularly
publishes global comparisons on competitiveness based on 12 broad pillars. Quality of
infrastructure is one of them. Despite Bangladesh’s notable economic growth
performance and an impressive record of social progress, the country lags many other
Asian developing economies on infrastructure-related indicators. In 2018, the Global
Competitiveness Index (GCI) ranking for Bangladesh infrastructure stood at 109 out of
144 countries. Bangladesh performed especially low in roads, ports and electricity.
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Figure 12: Global Competitiveness Index rankings for infrastructure, 2019
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Post-Covid strategy. Keeping in mind the rise of projected demand for electricity to 34,000
MW by 2030, the government is planning to invest around $70 billion in the power sector
over the next 15 years. It is important that this investment is based on using least-cost
options and renewable energy to the extent technically possible to lower the cost of
electricity, to ensure the sustainability of primary energy supply and to reduce carbon
pollution.
The current road network in Bangladesh is inadequate to provide infrastructural support
to a country with a population of more than 160 million people that is aspiring to become
a high-income country in 2041. This is reflected in the GCI’s Road Connectivity Index,
where Bangladesh is given a score 34.3 out of 100 and a rank of 121 out of 140. In
transport, there is currently excessive reliance on the road network. This is very costly
and will also become increasingly difficult owing to growing land constraints and the costs
of rehabilitation of a large number of displaced people. On the other hand, as analysed in
great detail in the Delta Plan (Government of Bangladesh, 2018), the inland waterways
represent a low-cost and environment-friendly option that has not received adequate
attention. Implementation of the inland waterway development strategy articulated in the
Delta Plan will be of high priority. Additionally, much more attention needs to be given to
the issue of inter-modal transport balance based on cost and efficiency.
Strengthening services exports
The services sector has been a major driver of exports and foreign exchange earnings.
The main contributors have been remittances of workers (exports of factor services) and
a range of non-factor services (NFS). Figure 13 illustrates the trend in these sources of
export earnings. Exports of workers and related remittance inflows took off in a big way
after FY90. Other services exports have also shown some upward movement, but income
from remittance inflows has dwarfed this contribution. Remittance inflows reached a peak
of $18.2 billion in FY20, growing by an annual average rate of 12.5% in nominal dollar
terms between FY90 and FY20. Other services export income also grew significantly
although at a more modest pace of 8% per year.
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Figure 13: Trend in factor and non-factor service exports, 1980–2020
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Income from remittances (factor services) and other services is a major source of foreign
exchange earnings and an important driver of GDP growth. Before the emergence of
RMG, factor and non-factor services were the largest source of foreign exchange
earnings. Services export earnings as a share of GDP fell from a peak of 12.2% in FY10
to about 6% in FY20 (Figure 14). Even so, they still constitute the second largest source
of foreign exchange earnings after RMG, accounting for 22% of total foreign exchange
earnings in FY20.
Figure 14: Earnings from services exports, 1982–2019
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The solid contribution of the services sector to export earnings is self-evident. The
challenge moving forward is how to ensure its historical dynamic role and further expand
it, especially focused on NFS. Unlike earnings from factor services, which are largely
exogenous to Bangladesh because they depend on immigration policies of host countries
(i.e. Mode 4 of the GATS), earning potential from NFS is substantial. The global market
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for NFS is large and Bangladesh is a relatively small player. With proper policies it should
be possible to capture a larger share on the global NFS market.
Harnessing remittance flows for development
Remittances – the income and savings of migrant workers – is unquestionably a strong
driver of growth via its impact on consumption and investment spending as well as its
singular contribution to Bangladesh’s sustainable current account balance in the wake of
rising demand of foreign exchange for imports of goods and services to meet
development requirements.
Remittance inflows arise from the export of factor services. After merchandise exports,
remittance inflows make up the second largest foreign exchange source for Bangladesh.
Migrant workers (under Mode 4 of the GATS) and their remittances have played a pivotal
role in reducing poverty as well as fuelling growth in Bangladesh. As the labour force
grows in size, a good number of people are seeking and finding temporary work abroad,
mostly in Middle Eastern countries but also elsewhere. During the 7 th FYP (FY16–FY20),
the number of migrant departures averaged 500,000. The Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare
and Overseas Employment estimates that 12% of the country’s labour force (about 8
million) of 65 million are employed abroad. One estimate by the Refugee and Migratory
Movements Research Unit puts the current stock of Bangladeshi migrants worldwide at
11.5 million.
After RMG exports, remittances bring home the maximum amount of foreign exchange,
rising to $18.2 billion in FY20 (Table 14). As of February 2020, a major uptick in remittance
inflows was evident in consequence of the 2% cash incentive offered to migrant workers
remitting through legal channels. Then the Covid-19 pandemic struck, and this along with
a collapse of oil prices led host countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) to shed
their migrant workforce. Hopefully, the Covid-19 impact on the employment of migrant
workers will be a temporary shock. As oil prices rise, the prospect of retrenched migrant
workers returning to employment in the GCC countries appears bright.
Cross-country research evidence confirms that remittances from migrants have positive
impacts on poverty reduction and development in originating countries, mostly developing
ones, substantially contributing to the achievement of development goals. These positive
impacts become greater when remittances can be saved and invested in infrastructure
and productive capacity. Government policy measures could induce such use. As such,
significant barriers to migration and remittance transfers in Bangladesh need to be
addressed in order to be able to harness opportunities for development and poverty
reduction, including through easing financial transfers, setting appropriate incentives,
improving policy coherence in migration and remittances policies and facilitating the
temporary movement of people.
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Table 14: Bangladesh remittance inflows, 2009–2020
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Source: BB

Remittance inflows ($ million)
10,521
10,850
12,071
14,120
13,867
14,988
15,296
13,574
13,498
14,980
16,420

Remittance growth (%)
18%
3%
11%
17%
-2%
8%
2%
-11%
-1%
11%
10%

18,200

10.8%

Steady flows of remittances from migrants have had important stabilising effects on the
BoP. Despite chronic trade deficits, the current account balance of Bangladesh has
turned positive with the rise of remittances. Remittances have contributed significantly to
the sustainability of the external balance with the accumulation of foreign exchange
reserves of $40 billion by end-October 2020.
Remittance and exports – twin sources of development finance
It is important to consider the impact of the two media of foreign exchange earnings for
Bangladesh that started to show promise from the 1990s. Together, these account for
20% of GDP, driving consumption, investment and job creation. The chronic trade deficits
resulting from the import-dependent development programmes, which arguably involve
rising imports of machinery, capital goods and industrial raw materials, have been
regularly offset by consistently rising remittance inflows to yield current account surpluses
for 13 of the past 20 years.
The bottom line is that, for planning purposes, exports combined with remittances now
make up the principal source of development finance, with official development
assistance playing a much smaller (albeit critical) role.
Non-factor services exports challenge
The strong performance of international remittances (exports of factor services) is
indicative of the success Bangladesh has achieved in exporting workers abroad (under
Mode 4 of the GATS), especially to the Middle East. This is a welcome development and
has benefited from a range of government support services, including remittance
facilitation, government-level dialogue with host countries to protect the interests of
migrant workers, tax exemption and information-sharing. The dedicated Ministry of
Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment promotes the interest of the migrant
workers. Further efforts are underway to improve these services. As compared with this,
success in expanding the exports of other services is more limited.
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Table 15 shows the breakdown of services export income. The largest source of services
export (NFS) income is government services (47%). In the private sector, the four largest
service exports are transport (15%), telecoms and ICT (14%), business services (13%)
and tourism (5%). The remaining 6% comprises a range of services including financial
services. While the composition of private export earnings from services looks promising,
the yields from three high-potential activities – international transport, tourism and ICT –
are very low.
International transport services. In transport, the opportunity cost of weak earnings is
reflected in service payments. As compared with export earnings of merely $427 million
from transport services in FY17, in that year Bangladesh paid a huge service charge on
transport from international providers, to the tune of $4,475 million. This yawning deficit
on the transport front is a reflection of the strong dependence on foreign shipping and
airlines for international passengers and freight services owing to the weak capacities
and poor service quality of Bangladesh air and shipping services. The huge demand for
these services from trading and passenger traffic presents a substantial investment
opportunity for local investors. This needs to be cashed in on through proper public
investments in related infrastructure (sea ports and airports, container terminals) and
facilitating regulatory policies. This effort will also create good jobs for the labour force.
Table 15: Non-factor services exports income, FY10–FY19 ($ million)
Type of services (NFS)
Total NFS income

FY10
2,233.6

FY11
2,570.2

FY12
2,491.4

FY13
2,827.6

FY14
3,115.3

FY17
3,642.2

1. Transportation
2. Travel
3. Telecom, ICT services
4. Other business services
5. Government services

150.6
79.1
246.5
495.1
1,203.2

191
85.6
349.6
670
1,192.7

336.1
97.0
520.7
313.1
1,089.5

458.7
107.3
349.5
316.4
1,425.6

460.9
142.4
444.8
403.3
1,468.3

426.8
290.6
594.7
522.6
1,539.8

59.1

81.3

135.0

170.1

195.6

267.7

6. Others n.i.e.

FY18
4,260.1
1
589.20
344.81
538.23
681.25
1,683.7
8

FY19
6,221.9
0
662.76
367.86
549.05
980.02
2,883.7
6

Sources: BB and EPB

Tourism. Like the inflow of remittances, receipts from tourism can be a major source of
export earnings. Importantly, they create demand effects for a range of domestic goods
and services and thereby contribute to total employment and GDP. Although a part of
tourism is reflected in the travel receipts in the service account of the BoP, the
employment and GDP effects, based on tourist spending on travel, hotels, food and
purchases of other local goods and services, are picked up in the growth of value-added
and employment in transport, hotels, restaurants and trade activities. While all activities
have forward and backward linkages, tourism is a particularly potent source of forward
and backward linkages, unleashing a lot of derived demand activities. Consequently,
tourism can be a major source of growth and employment in a developing economy.
Export of ICT services. Bangladesh is a relative newcomer to the ICT sector. The
emphasis gained momentum in the wake of the leadership role provided by Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina through the Digital Bangladesh initiative developed in the context
of Vision 2021. The 6th FYP put considerable emphasis on the implementation of Digital
Bangladesh and significant progress has been achieved. However, much of the ICT focus
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has been on improving connectivity and service delivery within the country. The impact
on exports of ICT services has been relatively modest when compared with global market
prospects. Earnings from ICT exports grew from $247 million in FY10 to $549 million in
FY19. This is a welcome increase but pales into insignificance when compared with ICT
earnings of $137 billion in India in FY19 (Statista 2020). Even after allowing for size
effects, India’s exports of ICT services amount to 4.66% of its GDP; this is less than 0.2%
for Bangladesh. The global market for ICT services is large and India has successfully
tapped it even while expanding ICT services domestically. An important target for services
exports over the next five years will be to boost the penetration of Bangladesh in the
global ICT market through a well-thought-out ICT strategy that looks at both domestic
market and also the global market. This progress will then lay the basis for longer-term
growth of ICT exports. A full-blown TAF2+ study on ICT exports is underway.
Promoting eco-friendly industrialisation. The world is now coming to terms with the
tremendous environmental costs of industrialisation and growth. Transport and industry
are the biggest polluters of the environment. But research on ways of managing
greenhouse gas emissions has come up with appropriate mitigation strategies that can
ensure eco-friendly or ‘green’ growth – that is, growth could be rapid and yet
environmentally friendly. In the long term, growth based on industrialisation that is not
eco-friendly can impose heavy pollution costs on society. As such, as we articulate
strategies for industrial progress in the post-Covid period and beyond, it is incumbent
upon policymakers to embrace environmentally sustainable progress.
The risks associated with industrial development include higher pollution levels, overuse
of natural resources and increased amounts of waste and wastewater posing a threat to
ecosystems. With the increase of industrial units across the country without effective
waste management practices, the pollution level for both terrestrial and aquatic habitats
is rising. Many of these industries are dumping their waste directly into the neighbouring
agricultural fields or water bodies (rivers, canals, ditches, etc.). The situation is extremely
harmful for the country’s water bodies, leading to degradation of the ecosystem through
the depletion of floral and faunal resources. The situation is worsened through the release
of untreated sewage from most of the urban centres prone to industrialisation.
Accountability for environmental degradation stemming from industrial progress is slowly
capturing minds in Bangladesh, where degradation of the environment is yet to be
construed as a negative externality of rapid industrialisation. Dissemination of knowledge
and management of the environment must be handled as well. Initiatives should focus on
the conveyance, treatment, recycling and reuse of resources, and the management of
waste, sewage and pollution, along with setting industry-specific restrictions. Our
education system should also entail lessons that discuss the importance of preserving
the environment, so that a sense of altruism and concern grows from within each and
every individual early on.
The current study has emphasised export-oriented industrialisation that is expected to be
strongly job-creating. But the current state of global awareness and commitment to ecofriendly production systems creates the compliance requirement of ensuring that the
production process meets with globally recognised environmental standards in respect of
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emissions. Though Bangladesh is signatory to global commitments to containing carbon
dioxide emissions, the fact of the matter is that, on a net basis, it is a recipient of global
emissions produced by developed nations and other industrially advanced economies like
China and India.
Industrial enterprises, export-oriented or not, should be held accountable for the socioecological degradation generated through their unsustainable business operations. The
Covid-19 pandemic, with its global and national-level lockdowns and the cessation of
production activities for significant periods, actually brought significant improvement in
the national and global environment. In the post-Covid period, the government must
emphasise eco-friendly business activities and industrialisation once the world starts to
absorb the shock of the impending recession and resume its past growth trajectory. That
is bound to have an impact on the environment once business operations start to resume
with more urgency. Henceforth, some policy actions, like a penalty fee for heavy polluters,
creating awareness of environment-friendly practices and other monitoring mechanisms
must also be practised and implemented.
PILLAR 3
The third pillar of a post-Covid export development strategy will be to seek market access
opportunities by repositioning Bangladesh’s economy in the global marketplace through
bilateral, regional and multilateral platforms in a post-Covid global trade order. True, there
are concerns about the future of globalisation and, over the past decade, there has been
much talk about economies looking inwards rather than outwards for the coveted growth
impulse. For an economy like China, which reached the apex of its development journey
by leveraging international trade integration to become the second largest economy in
the world, that approach might be feasible, because its $13 trillion economy gives
industries and businesses the scale economies needed to churn out all shades of
manufacturing products at globally competitive prices. That kind of scale economy is not
available for smaller economies like Bangladesh. These latter must still count on the vast
global market ($75–80 trillion strong) to create the massive volumes of jobs that will be
needed to employ the some 2 million youths who will be added to the workforce every
year well into the future. Trade integration is the conduit through which the Bangladeshi
economy can not only restore its pre-growth trajectory but also sustain high growth past
the 2024 LDC graduation threshold. The domestic market, despite its continual
expansion, is still no match for the vast global market place of $80 trillion. Capturing
pieces of that market, beyond the EU and North America, into China, India and the Asia
Pacific region to top $100 billion of exports by 2025, will have to be the target to reach.
Courting FTAs for rapid market access expansion
A preferential trade agreement (PTA) among member countries provides preferential
market access, through duty concessions or other means, to selected products of
member countries (e.g. APTA, of which Bangladesh is a member). A free trade
agreement (FTA) is an extreme form of a PTA providing duty-free or lower-duty access
to markets of partner countries on a wide range of products, typically with a small negative
list of products (‘sensitive list’). Thus, a PTA is characterised by a ‘positive list’ of products
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whereas an FTA is characterised by a ‘negative list’. An FTA could be bilateral (e.g. Japan
and Vietnam) or regional (e.g. RCEP, ASEAN) or plurilateral (among several countries
spread across geographical regions; e.g. CPTPP). Some 300 PTAs/FTAs have been
notified to the WTO, which has seen a proliferation of PTAs/FTAs since 2000. Typically,
three conditions mark all TPAs/FTAs: (i) reciprocity (in contrast with non-reciprocity of
GSP schemes); (ii) rules of origin (RoOs), to ensure that substantial transformation of a
product has occurred in the partner countries to deserve preferential access; and (iii) in
most cases, either a negative list of excluded products (FTA) or a positive list of products
covered (PTA). The RoOs are therefore a key element determining the magnitude of the
economic benefits that accrue from PTAs and who gets them.
The multilateral trading system is now characterised by a multiplicity of overlapping and
intersecting PTAs/FTAs with complex web of tariff schedules and RoOs. Each PTA/FTA
creates its own web of regulatory rules that coexist alongside multilateral rules. The
attraction of an FTA stems from the fact that it offers members a means of securing
enhanced market access and attracting investment. A bilateral FTA requires the assent
of both governments, which becomes easier when there is a balance in the potential trade
between the countries. It is understood that Bangladesh has received requests for
bilateral trade negotiations for an FTA from several countries, including China, India,
Malaysia, Nepal and Thailand.
For Bangladesh, an FTA could be an attractive proposition in the context of market losses
owing to preference erosion following graduation in 2024. The only FTA to which
Bangladesh is signatory is SAFTA, which, according to most analysts, has not made
much headway in expanding intra-regional trade in South Asia – an avowed goal of the
agreement.
What should be the strategic trade policy orientation when it comes to negotiating and
signing bilateral and regional FTAs during the run-up to LDC graduation and beyond?
Post-LDC Bangladesh may have to negotiate a trading arrangement with the EU, as well
as, potentially, with the post-Brexit UK, to ensure favourable access to these important
markets. Beyond that, Bangladesh may seek more bilateral or regional FTAs if the
projected trade creation (or trade growth) contributes positively to growth and
employment creation.
First, it is important to acknowledge that Bangladesh is a significant beneficiary of the
multilateral trading system (WTO) and its special and differential dispensation for LDCs
and developing countries. It would be in the best interests of Bangladesh to continue to
be a strong participant under this global system of compliance of trade rules even after
graduation.
In the meantime, the multilateral system does permit the contracting of preferential trading
arrangements, such as an FTA, departing from the guiding principle of non-discrimination
defined in Article I of the GATT, Article II of the GATS and elsewhere. FTAs may be
signed under Article XXIV of the GATT, which allows for the formation of trade blocs,
permitting WTO members of a trade bloc to discriminate against non-members, as long
as the agreement results in trade liberalisation among the signatories and extends what
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is available under the WTO. FTAs in recent times are seldom limited to just trade in goods,
as they encompass services as well as investment.
Of late, the multilateral trade regime and its offshoot, globalisation, has come under
serious strain as a result of the rise in economic nationalism and protectionism.
Consequently, a growing number of nations, both developed and developing, have been
seeking to sign FTAs on a regional or bilateral basis. Bangladesh, with only one regional
FTA (SAFTA) and no bilateral FTA in its armour, has fallen behind in this game of trade
openness beyond the WTO. Basically, an FTA has the potential of creating access to
larger markets for Bangladeshi exports. However, they have advantages and
disadvantages.
On the plus side, an FTA can force local industries to improve competitively and rely less
on government subsidies. They can open new markets, increase GDP and invite new
investments. They also allow companies to discover new technologies and better ways
of doing things. FTAs could trigger a beneficial process of ‘competitive liberalisation’, as
nations vie to open their markets to each other. On the downside, FTAs could bring
disruptive competition and destruction of traditional livelihoods, with adverse implications
for employment. Given Bangladesh’s high protection regime, an FTA with Malaysia
(whose average tariff is 6.2%) would imply ‘enhanced protection’ for Malaysian exporters
while Bangladesh exporters would face ‘reduced protection’. An FTA with Malaysia would
also require substantial scaling-down of protective tariffs, which could be a major political
economy challenge.
Whereas Bangladesh’s preferential access into major global markets under the WTO
system relies on unilateral provision, a fundamental tenet of FTA is ‘reciprocity’.
Concessions in the liberalisation process have to be offered, though there is scope for
negotiations for staggered adjustments of tariffs or other trade barriers. Where
Bangladesh is involved in a North–South (i.e. developed and developing country)
arrangement, tariff reductions on its part could have a longer timeline. Gains from an FTA
are expected to be greater when such an FTA opens larger markets (e.g. a North–South
FTA, such as between Bangladesh and OECD members). But there are potentially large
market creation effects to be had from engaging with regional associations (South–South)
like the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) and ASEAN or its surrogate, the RCEP, which adds six more FTA partners.
However, it is worth keeping a few things in mind while considering FTAs:




Deeper, broader, rapid liberalisation under an FTA produces a bigger effect. Firms are
less likely to incur additional administrative costs if the tariff advantage provided by the
FTA is small.
The FTA impact will be greater if the impediments to trade removed by the FTA are
large relative to those that remain untouched.
The fundamental factor is the capacity of the economy to increase the supply of
products for which the FTA has boosted demand.
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Any contribution of an FTA to Bangladesh’s economic development is likely to be
influenced heavily by the broader policy stance of its government, the flexibility of the
economy and the extent to which supply can respond to any new demand created.
We could target FTA with countries that have already shown interest, such as China,
India (post-LDC, as SAFTA already gives market access), Malaysia and Thailand.
Emerging market economies would also be good candidates, quite apart from OECD
member countries. The point to note is that gains from any FTA will be minimal if the
market size of the partner country is small.
Most importantly, the first item in an FTA relates to trade openness in terms of tariffs.
With its sky-high tariff regime relative to its comparators, this is where Bangladesh will
face a major hurdle in getting prospective FTA suitors to come calling. Mutually
reciprocating tariff reductions are usually critical items in any FTA negotiation. But
when tariffs are very high, as is the case for Bangladesh, the leverage from offering
tariff reductions is all but lost. Thus, rationalising Bangladesh’s tariff structure then
becomes a national imperative if the country seeks FTAs with any country or region in
the future. FTA negotiations could be highly complex and take long periods of time.

Improving technology transfer and market access through FDI
Export expansion and diversification is often constrained by limited domestic capital,
technology and market knowledge. It is not surprising that the role of FDI in promoting
export-oriented industrialisation has attracted considerable attention in recent times. FDI,
with its better technological and managerial skills and knowledge about international
marketing conditions, is expected to improve the productivity as well as the export
performance of host country firms by creating certain positive externalities known as
‘spillovers’. Spillovers happen when FDI improves the productive efficiencies of domestic
firms, making their products competitive in price and quality in the international market,
thus improving export performance. Such spillovers may occur either to domestic firms in
the same industry group of foreign firms through competition, known as ‘horizontal
spillovers’, or to firms in the upstream supply chain through buyer–supplier linkages,
known as ‘backward spill-overs’. FDI can help channel capital and technology into
industries that have the potential to compete internationally, and the global linkages of
multinational corporations can facilitate their access to foreign markets. In addition to
exports generated directly by foreign affiliates, FDI can also promote exports of domestic
firms through support to marketing strategies, methods, procedures and channels of
distribution.
Attracting adequate amounts of FDI is a critical need for Bangladesh’s development
journey. The transition from lower- to upper-middle-income status will require massive
FDI inflows into Bangladesh. The 8th FYP projects FDI to grow from less than 1% of GDP
now to 3% of GDP by FY25. Attracting such a large inflow of FDI will require creating the
ideal investment climate through the formulation of the friendliest rules and generous
incentives.
The record for attracting FDI so far is very modest. Starting from very low levels, FDI flows
gained some momentum in dollar amounts over the 6th and 7th FYP periods, reaching
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$3.9 billion in FY19 (Figure 15). This move is a welcome development but much lower
than projected under the 7th FYP and much below potential.
Figure 15: Inflow of FDI, 1996–2019
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Importantly, total FDI flows in Bangladesh are relatively insignificant in relation to total
supply to developing countries. In 2018, total global FDI inflows were estimated at $1.3
trillion dollars, of which developing countries received $706 billion (54%). Figure 16 shows
the largest recipients among developing countries. In 2018, FDI inflows amounted to $139
billion in China, $42 billion in India, $22 billion in Indonesia and $16 billion in Vietnam.
These numbers easily dwarf the $3–4 billion inflow in Bangladesh. The negligible share
of FDI inflows in Bangladesh compared with total inflows into developing countries
suggests that the foreign investment potential is huge. Bangladesh needs to get its act
together to claim a larger share of the foreign investment pie. This needs to be a major
investment financing target over the next five years.
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Figure 16: FDI inflows in selected countries, 2017 and 2018
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Research shows that there are four types of FDI: export-seeking; tariff-jumping; resourceexploiting; and GVC-seeking. Export- and GVC-seeking FDIs are best suited to the
development needs of Bangladesh. The country has already benefited from exportseeking FDI, during the early days of the development of RMG exports. Partnership
between Desh Garments and the Korean firm of Daewoo was instrumental in boosting
the growth of RMG during the early days through capital flows, technology transfer, skills
upgrading and market penetration. This is an outstanding example of how FDI can
promote exports, growth and employment.
Global experience shows the similar power of GVC-type FDI. If local entrepreneurs are
willing to devote resources to assembling activities, then they should choose a product
where there is high local demand in addition to high export demand. The security of sales
in the domestic market will attract FDI from the foreign firm, and a collaborative production
structure will diffuse the initial technical know-how needed. This option has worked well
for China, which has succeeded in exploiting GVCs to emerge as an ‘assembling’ hub.
East Asian countries have seized early opportunities from this development by linking up
with China – the world’s assembling powerhouse. Notably, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Myanmar and Vietnam have jumped on the bandwagon, creating an East Asian ‘hub-andspoke’ GVC and supply chain configuration for ‘just-in-time’ delivery of intermediate
goods. The Covid-19 crisis has reinforced the need to diversify the sources of global
supply chain from excessive reliance on a single or a few dominant sources to multiple
sources to strengthen competition and avoid supply disruption. This provides important
scope for Bangladesh to enter the GVC market with FDI support.
Currently, Bangladesh faces the dual challenge of mobilising more FDI and moving into
the GVC operation. That is, its best chance of getting on the GVC bandwagon lies in
aggressively courting FDI from multinationals that are seeking low-cost locations for
producing parts and components or for final assembly within the framework of crossborder production integration. FDI thus becomes critical for Bangladesh not only to
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develop a wider base of intermediate goods industry but also to diversify exports into
intermediate goods by vertically integrating with cross-border production entities. The
country needs to translate its RMG experience with GVCs on to other sectors like
footwear and leather goods, electronics, light engineering, toys, plastics and other sectors
with an aggressive strategy of FDI-driven GVC over the course of the next decade. That
would constitute a new form of export-oriented industrialisation for Bangladesh on its way
to graduating out of LDC status and becoming an UMIC.
Improving the investment climate
Attracting FDI requires a highly reliable and hospitable business environment. Despite
progress with the policy environment for the private sector, which has spurred the
expansion of private investment from a low of 6% of GDP in FY89 to 24% of GDP in FY19,
the overall investment climate for Bangladesh remains substantially weaker than those
found in competing countries (Ahmed, 2020). This is reflected in the global rankings of
the investment climate prepared by the World Bank. For example, the World Bank’s 2020
Ease of Doing Business ranks Bangladesh at 168th out of 190 countries (Figure 17). The
more advanced economies of the ASEAN countries perform much better than the South
Asian countries in the rankings owing to their institutional strengths and openness to trade
(Figure 18).
Figure 17: Ease of Doing Business rankings of South Asian countries, 2020
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Figure 18: Ease of Doing Business rankings of South-East Asian Countries, 2020
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These rankings reflect Bangladesh’s shortcomings in the various factors that are taken
into consideration for these computations. The evidence also shows very little progress
over the past several years. Similarly, the World Economic Forum’s GCI puts Bangladesh
at 103 out of 140 countries surveyed for 2018. According to the World Bank’s Ease of
Doing Business rankings, the major problem areas that lower Bangladesh performance
are weak infrastructure services and high transaction costs relating to paying taxes,
registering property, enforcing contracts and trading across border. Additionally, finding
serviced land with all necessary infrastructure connections, including electricity, water and
industrial waste disposal facilities, is a major hassle that lowers private investment in the
manufacturing sector. To strengthen the investment climate to attract domestic and
foreign investments, these constraints will have to be addressed head on in the next five
years to bring significant improvement in the investment climate.
In order to improve its position in the Ease of Doing Business and GCI rankings,
Bangladesh can take inspiration from a country that had to go through reconstruction after
a long and devastating conflict around the same time as its War of Independence –
Vietnam. The country improved its ranking in the Global Competitiveness Report from
77th in 2006 to 55th in 2017; its improvement on Ease of Doing Business has been even
more impressive – from 104th in 2007 to 69th in 2019. The reasons for this jump were
the reforms Hanoi undertook with regard to paying taxes, trading across borders,
enforcing contracts, access to credit and getting electricity.
Post-Covid investment climate strategy. Bangladesh has taken some positive steps to
address the serviced land constraint through industrial parks and special economic
zones. This is a welcome move. Speedy completion of all ongoing facilities and making
them available in a timely and business-friendly way will be an important spur to domestic
and foreign investment. The government is focusing its attention on reducing the time it
takes in the country to (i) obtain electricity; (ii) register property; (iii) obtain credit; (iv) trade
across borders; (v) enforce contracts; and (vi) resolve insolvencies. If carrying out reforms
addressing these issues results in an improvement of the country’s Ease of Doing
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Business rank, this should give a positive signal to potential investors around the world
that the climate for investment in Bangladesh is improving as a result of sincere efforts by
the government. Improvements in the above areas are occurring under the direct
supervision of the prime minister and coordinated by the Bangladesh Investment
Development Authority (BIDA). In addition, a strong marketing effort is being launched by
BIDA and Commercial Wings in Bangladesh’s diplomatic missions around the world
(especially Europe and North America) to highlight and showcase progress made on the
investment climate front as a means to attract FDI. The government should build on this
progress to further accelerate the reforms and eliminate the constraints that hurt FDI
(Ahmed, 2020).
WTO-consistent trade and industrial policy for rapid development
In Bangladesh, as elsewhere, trade policy is an instrument and an integral part of
industrial policy. And industrial development is an integral part of any economy’s growth
strategy. While pursuing bilateral and regional trade agreements (PTAs/FTAs/regional
trade agreements (RTAs)), policy-makers must not lose sight of the fact that Bangladesh
is a founding member of the WTO and a significant beneficiary of the SDT provision. As
such, Bangladesh should continue being a proactive member of the multilateral institution
and participate in future reform initiatives at the WTO. In the post-Covid world with
impending LDC graduation, it has also become essential to conduct an effective, WTOconsistent trade policy. Given the changing global and domestic landscape, Bangladesh’s
trade policy will have to encompass government efforts to promote industrialisation that
generates export-led and productivity-based rapid growth. In practice, industrial policy
may include such goals as employment generation, increased output, removing regional
disparity in incomes or investment and enhancing technological capacity. The priority goal
should be to promote industrial growth that is export-oriented and job-creating. All of this
will have to be pursued within the rules-based global system. That means giving up some
of the current policies that are not WTO-compliant.
Some of the issues in trade policy that Bangladesh faces with regard to being WTOcompliant are as follows.
Tariffs and para-tariffs. Tariffs are now the principal instrument of protection of domestic
industries. Although WTO recognises CD as the only tariff, Bangladesh uses SD and RD
for additional protection, though, ostensibly, these are levied for revenue purposes. WTO
rules regard such para-tariffs under the nomenclature of other duties and charges
(ODCs). As an original WTO member, Bangladesh was subject to a limited extent of tariff
bindings or tariff caps. Bangladesh agreed to bind all agricultural tariff lines at 200% and
only 5% of non-agricultural tariff lines at rates ranging from 3% on sparking plugs
(HS3808.92) to 50% on sweet biscuits and wafers (HS1905.31). Generally, bound tariffs
are much higher than applied tariffs (CD). However, when ODCs are included, there are
instances where applied tariffs exceed bound tariffs (e.g. biscuits, sparking plugs). Upon
graduation from LDC status in 2024, such a violation of WTO rules could evince
complaints (and safeguard tariffs) from trading partners; as such, it would be wise to
restrict the level of applied tariffs within bound rates.
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Export subsidies and other support measures. The SCM Agreement prohibits export
subsidies by countries with a GNI per capita above $1,000 (constant 1990 US$), with the
exception of LDCs and of some developing countries (listed in Annex VII) with a GNI per
capita below $1,000. Bangladesh currently offers cash subsidies to 35 export products,
ranging from 4% (exports to non-traditional markets) to 20% (fruits and vegetables). On
graduation in 2024, Bangladesh will not have this option as an LDC but may still enjoy
the exemption if its per capita GNI is still below $1,000 (constant 1990 US$), provided it
applies to the WTO to maintain the exemption to be listed among the countries in Annex
VII. Subsidies towards protecting local content use are also prohibited except for LDCs.
Roughly half of export subsidies in Bangladesh go towards supporting backward linkages
in textiles and garments. This option could be in jeopardy in 2024 or thereafter. Finally,
according to WTO procedures adopted in November 2001, export subsidies are
prohibited in cases where the export product exceeds 3.25% market share globally
because then the product is deemed to have become competitive and the infant industry
export support does not apply. RMG exports with a 6.5% global market share fall in this
category; therefore, any or all export subsidies to RMG exports are not WTO-consistent.
Trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS). This is a major facility accorded to
LDCs like Bangladesh, one that has allowed Bangladesh to develop a robust
pharmaceutical industry manufacturing generic drugs (through reverse engineering or
imitation of brand name patented drugs) without any patent infringement. Thanks to this
facility, Bangladesh’s pharma industry now meets 97% of domestic requirements of all
drugs besides exporting about $150 million of medicines to some 60 countries. The period
for this facility for LDCs has been extended to 2033 but, if Bangladesh graduates out of
LDC status in 2024, it will expire in that year. The option for seeking a transition period
and/or an extension to 2033 would require applying to the WTO but chances are that
developed countries will put up strong opposition to such a request.
The TRIPS Agreement, which was actually directed towards strengthening the protection
of intellectual property rights (IPR), has important implications for industrial policy.
Because developing countries do not in general have a comparative advantage in
innovation, attracting FDI as a means of transferring and diffusing technology is important
for them. An important provision for developing countries from an industrial policy
perspective is TRIPS Article 66.2, which requires industrial countries to support
technology transfer to LDCs. As IPR protection improves, firms from developed countries
are expected to have greater incentive to invest and operate in developing country
markets. So IPR strengthening would be one item to focus on if Bangladesh wants to
attract more FDI.
In sum, it is critically important to conduct trade policy that maximises the potential to
contribute to economic growth while minimising the risks that it will generate waste and
rent-seeking. Bangladesh industrial policy to be WTO-consistent will have to be
comprehensive rather than target specific sectors; that is, there should be a concerted
effort to shift towards more generic policies for promoting industrial development. Policies
related to infrastructure, human capital formation, innovation through more R&D and
diffusion of technology are now critical for export competitiveness. WTO-consistent
industrial policy instruments for Bangladesh would include tariffs (within bound rates);
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subsidies for regional connectivity, R&D and the environment; and export promotion
measures such as credit and insurance schemes at subsidised rates, concessional tax
and duty provisions and EPZs and SEZs.
WTO commitments and MOC. Bangladesh is a founding member of the WTO. The WTO
Cell under MOC primarily is mandated to discharge all functions related to this.
Implementing WTO rules and regulations, availing of the opportunities under the WTO,
building trade capacities and protecting the interests of the state in the international trade
regime are important responsibilities. The Cell aims to coordinate and operate among the
different trade entities (both public and private) that fall in the WTO ambit. In order to raise
awareness among stakeholders, the Cell conducts routine workshop/training programmes
and symposia every year.
Supported by the Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF), the WTO Cell has produced its
Diagnostic Trade Integration Study to radically improve Bangladesh’s trade regime. This
study ended with an Action Matrix identifying the existing trade barriers in the country,
leading to the addressing of these through its own funds and various Aid for Trade (AfT)
schemes. Moreover, under the Strengthening Institutional Capacity and Human Resource
Development for Trade Promotion (US$900,000) project, studies like ‘Export Potentiality
of Trade in Services of Bangladesh: Identifying Opportunities and Challenges’ and
‘Identification of Non-Tariff Barriers Faced by Bangladeshi Products in Major Export
Markets’ have been carried out, under the EIF Tier 1 project. The findings of these studies
will help in formulating an export strategy and action plan. Improved negotiation skills of
officials, heightened trade in services and a reduction in non-tariff barriers will be in the
sight once these projects have been implemented.
Other projects under the WTO Cell include the Bangladesh Regional Connectivity Project,
the Export Diversification and Competitiveness Development Project (Tier-2) and EBanijjo Korbo, Nijer Babsa Gorbo, which will contribute to establishing digital
entrepreneurship, as envisaged under Vision 2021 and PP2041. Additionally, the Cabinet
has duly approved the Digital Commerce Policy 2018 and duly gazetted this in January
2019. Under this policy, an e-Commerce Cell will work to coordinate and boost electronic
commerce in Bangladesh.
The WTO TFA came into force on 22 February 2017 with the stipulated ratification of twothirds of WTO members. Bangladesh ratified the TFA on 13 June 2016 as the 94th country.
This was the first multilateral agreement after establishment of the WTO in 1995. The main
objective of the Agreement is to establish a modern trade facilitation system globally to
reduce the time and cost of trade transactions significantly. LDCs, including Bangladesh,
have been granted various flexibilities under the TFA.
The WTO Cell has been implementing different initiatives to increase exports under the
multilateral trading system. Bangladesh has DFQF access to all developed countries and
has thus enjoyed preferential market access to almost all the major markets under the
WTO. All developed countries excluding the Ireland, Russia and the US give 100% DFQF
access for most products from LDCs. DFQF access for LDCs has also been promised by
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several developing countries: Chile, China, India, Korea and Thailand. Canada, China and
the EU have simplified their RoOs for LDCs.
To conclude, it is time to mainstream trade and trade policy. For trade reform to unleash
its catalytic potential during the post-Covid recovery and in the run-up to LDC graduation,
it should be designed as part and parcel of Bangladesh’s 8th and 9th FYPs and PP2041,
where its role will be given due cognisance and the necessary facilitating infrastructure
will be provided to make trade policy perform. In practical terms, this means incorporating
trade issues into every stage of the development planning cycle. This must be
underpinned by strong inter-ministerial coordination and consultative processes with a
wide range of stakeholders, including consumer groups.
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10. Post-Covid new directions in trade policy for export success: the way forward
Our review of the current trade regime as it pertains to export performance shows that,
for the past 20 years, the policy regime has been in stasis. This is unlikely to pass muster
in a more challenging world economy in the aftermath of Covid-19, when all economies,
developed and developing, will be frantically trying to eke out a market share from
sluggish global trade and output growth – which could be the new normal. For
Bangladesh, there is a need for a more robust approach to revamping trade policy. Some
new thinking and strategic new directions in trade policy orientation, with significant
departures from past approaches, are the new national imperative for successful export
push policies for industrialisation in the post-Covid period:


A new approach to protection policy: High protection for a long period creates
inefficiency and undermines competitiveness in the long term. Consider reviewing
protection policy, scale down the level of protection and institute a mechanism of timebound and performance-based protection for import substitutes, as well as exports
that receive cash subsidies.



Tariff rationalisation: Bangladesh’s tariffs and nominal and effective protection levels
are among the highest in the world. In addition, tariff escalation, and the spread
between NPR on output and inputs, is too high. Recognising that a high tariff regime
undermines export competitiveness, it is time to seriously start scaling back NPR on
domestically produced final consumer goods. The NBR must adopt a strategy of
lowering average NPRs by 3–5 percentage points every year until 2025, largely by
reducing the NPR on import substitute consumer goods.



Access to world-priced (duty-free) inputs for all exports: The spectacular success of
the RMG industry has not been replicated. A major reason for this is the existence of
an anti-export bias in non-RMG export production. To replicate RMG success in other
labour-intensive production, the facility of duty-free imported inputs must be given
even to firms that export part of their total production. Such a policy is not a privilege
(or support) but a requirement for all export production to ensure a level playing field
with global competitors who have access to world-priced inputs. Export success calls
for a policy environment with zero anti-export bias. As long as the highly protective
tariff regime persists, there is no option but to ensure duty-free access through the
bonded system to all exporters wishing to expand exports.



Competitive exchange rates for all exporters: Exchange rate appreciation hurts
exports by making them less competitive in the world market. In the past five years,
significant appreciation of the exchange rate, signalled by the sharp rise in the REER
index, has been hurting exporters, who are crying out for subsidies. An exchange rate
depreciation (say, 5%) is equivalent to a cash subsidy across the board for all exports.
It is more equitable and transparent than any selective cash subsidy to specific
exports. The inflationary effects originating from higher import prices can be effectively
neutralised by appropriate revenue-neutral tariff adjustments. It will be all but
impossible to achieve export success in the post-Covid world economy if the
exchange rate continues to remain appreciated.
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Intermediate goods sector boost: 98% of Bangladesh’s exports are final consumer
products, with few to no intermediate goods in the export basket. As high protection
is provided mostly to consumer goods, trade and domestic policies have an antiintermediate goods bias. This needs to change, as trade in intermediate goods is the
fastest component of global trade. Bangladesh needs to exploit the opportunities
created by cross-border production networks to produce and export intermediate
goods that could be assembled elsewhere.



Behind-the-border issues for export competitiveness: For effective export promotion,
in addition to export policies a set of other complementary policies and programmes
are critically required. Stability of the macroeconomic environment, effectiveness of
export-promoting and export-supporting institutions and smooth functioning of
financial markets are necessities. Furthermore, governance quality should be
improved through promoting transparency and accountability, and by reducing the
extent of corruption. The government should also play an effective role in technology
diffusion and in providing appropriate physical infrastructural facilities.



Access to long- and short-term financing: This must be made available to both large
and small exporters, given that this is a country where large numbers of small
exporters are unable to scale up their export activities as a result of various
constraints.



Foreign direct investment boost: Partnership with good international investors that can
support technology transfer and create market access abroad and jobs at home could
be the ultimate boost for diversification of Bangladesh’s exports. Most important for
the next decade, FDI can help bridge the technology gap and help Bangladesh’s
manufacturing catch up with the latest advancements in global manufacturing. The
Vietnam experience in this regard is one to emulate.



Government support to open external markets: As trade preferences are phased out
over the next five to 10 years in developed markets, government assistance and
support through embassies will become even more critical for successful market
penetration in the largest global markets, such as the EU, North America, Japan and
emerging economies.



Policy flexibility to address emerging concerns in a timely manner: Not all good
policies always produce their intended outcome. Experiences from successful export
economies show how flexibility in policy implementation can avert crisis. When a
policy does not yield results there should be scope for changing direction.



Active and strategic participation in trade agreements with regional communities: The
vast majority of WTO member countries would like to see a reformed and more
effective multilateral trading system. Bangladesh, which has benefited from the
multilateral regime as an LDC, may use the special dispensation for LDCs for the
remaining years (until 2024) but will have to prepare for the stiffer competition its firms
will face in the global market once the preferential access provision evaporates
following graduation from LDC status. Furthermore, it must seek market access under
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various bilateral and regional trade and investment agreements. Markets in Asia are
growing faster than those in any other region of the world; ADB projects that by 2050
50% of global GDP will be in Asia. Two regional trading arrangements that hold
tremendous potential for trade and investment are RCEP (ASEAN+) and CPTPP,
which together will constitute the bulk of the Asian market of the future. Bangladesh
would be well advised to reach trading arrangements with these groupings. However,
this could be an uphill task, given the current high tariff regime in Bangladesh and the
enormous resistance from domestic import substitution industries to any reduction of
protective tariffs. The political economy challenge is considerable but a breakthrough
is essential in this area.
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11. Projecting export performance going forward
The strategic directions in trade and export policy spelled out in actionable form in the
Matrix (Annex 1) will help Bangladesh exports rise from the COVID-19 debacle while also
weathering adequately the clouds cast by the loss of benefits from the post-LDC
Graduation. Most important, they will provide the necessary impetus to exports and their
diversification by accessing and leveraging the vast global marketplace, which is
expected to be the strategic driver of 8% average GDP growth over the five-year period
of the 8th FYP.
Before closing, it is important to look at external sector projections in light of the
articulation of the comprehensive strategy in the preceding sections for promoting exports
over the medium to long term. These projections provide a good sense of how exports
and the overall BoP are likely to play out, taking on board the economic growth
assumptions and projections underlying the government’s 8th FYP (FY21–FY25) and the
long-term Perspective Plan (FY21–FY41). To be sure, past performance provides a good
indication of future potential, besides highlighting the inherent shortcomings of past
policies and the challenges that lie ahead. Thanks to radical changes in trade policy
implemented during the 1990s, Bangladesh’s economy has risen to become a global
player in exports – namely, RMG exports. But success has eluded any progress in getting
other labour-intensive non-RMG exports off the ground. Thus the main challenge going
forward is to get the strategies right not only to achieve superior export performance but
also to obtain traction in diversifying the export basket. That is exactly the priority in trade
policy set by the government.
The impetus to export came in the 1990s when export growth averaged nearly 15% for
the decade. Double-digit export growth was maintained for another 15 years, during
FY01–FY15, with 11.2% for FY01–FY10 and 14.8% in FY11–FY15. Export growth
slumped for much of the 7th FYP until it crashed in FY20 with the onslaught of the Covid19 pandemic. Export growth in the five years FY16–FY20 averaged a mere 1.6%; treating
FY20 as an outlier would result in an annual average of 6.7% – still an unsatisfactory
outcome.
The present strategy document has laid out a strategy to revamp Bangladesh’s trade
policy (i) to recover from the Covid-related debacle; and (ii) to exploit Bangladesh’s full
potential to competitively export RMG and non-RMG products on a larger scale in a fastpaced and highly competitive global marketplace. Of course, the exogenous factor in this
scheme, over which the country’s policy-makers have no control, is the state of the global
economy in the medium and long term. ‘Black Swan’ events like the Covid-19 pandemic
could upend strategies that the government chooses to adopt. Coping strategies would
then have to be devised as and when such events happen and the need arises.
Three pillars of the strategy have been detailed: (i) addressing the fundamental conflict in
the incentive structure by rationalising industrial protection and reducing or eliminating
anti-export bias; (ii) improving trade infrastructure and behind-the-border deficiencies to
improve export competitiveness; and (iii) seeking expanded market access globally
through trade agreements via bilateral, regional and multilateral options. On the
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assumption that these strategies are executed in a robust manner over a short period of
time, the outcome for export performance in the medium to long term may be captured in
BoP projections summarized in Tables 16–17. Two scenarios have been visualised: a
high scenario (Table 16), showing best possible performance, and a modest success
scenario (Table 17), showing moderate albeit satisfactory outcome.
Under the high scenario, exports are expected to rise from $32.8 billion in FY20 to $62.9
billion in FY25, the end-year of the 8th FYP, registering an average annual growth rate of
14%. In the modest success scenario, exports rise to $54.5 billion by FY25. These
projections are based on the medium-term macroeconomic framework developed by PRI
for the government’s 8th FYP, and in light of the strategies proposed in this document.
Also using the macroeconomic framework developed for the Perspective Plan (FY21–
FY41), we have also given the FY31 and FY41 projections of exports and other BoP
components, to the extent possible. The growth scenario in the macroeconomic
framework of the 8th FYP indicates that Bangladesh’s economy will have reached a size
of $522 billion (over $1.5 trillion) by FY25, crossing $1 trillion by FY31 (UMIC) and
reaching $3.5 trillion by FY2041 (high-income country), according to the government’s
PP2041. These high GDP targets are predicated on very strong performance of the
external sector, particularly export performance. Hence, the strategy of export
development envisioned in this document backs up the government’s growth and
sustainable macroeconomic targets over the medium and long term.
What this implies is that, if trade policy shortcomings remain unattended and a robust
export development strategy is not forthcoming during the next five years, the
government’s overall strategy for high growth, job creation and poverty reduction will also
be in jeopardy. This scenario must be averted at all costs. The BoP projections (in all
components presented in Tables 16 and 17) provide a roadmap and targets for the
external sector that are consistent with and supportive of the government’s growth
trajectory going forward.
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Table 16: Export and BoP projections, high scenario, FY21–FY25, FY31–FY41
FY20
Actual

FY21

Merchandise exports (including
EPZ)

32,830

34,471

41,365

47,156

54,229

62,906

Merchandise imports (including
EPZ)

50,691

-55,760

64,124

71,819

-79,719

88,089

Services exports
Workers’ remittances
Current account balance
Growth scenario
Export growth
Import growth
Service growth
Remittance growth

6,770
18,205
-4,849

7,395
25,487
-1,976

-17.10
-8.56
19.1
10.9

Exports
Imports
Remittances
Trade balance
Current account balance
Gross foreign exchange reserves,
months of imports
Trade-to-GDP ratio (%)
FDI

10.20
15.74
5.65
-5.55
-1.51

Real GDP growth (%)
GDP deflator (%)
Nominal GDP growth (%)
Nominal GDP ($ billion)
Exchange rate (Tk/$)

5.2
5.5
9.99
322
86.97

Nominal GDP (Tk billion)

27,964

5.8
25.94
0.52

FY22
FY23
FY24
Projections ($ million)

FY25

7,987
8,626
9,316 10,061
28,035 30,838
33,613 36,638
-1,440
-1,141
153
2,770
Figures in %
5
20
14
15
16
10
15
12
11
10.5
9.2
9
9
9
9
40
10
10
9
9
Trade indicators expressed as % of GDP
9.79
10.69
11.07
11.54
12.05
15.84
16.57
16.86
16.96
16.88
7.24
7.24
7.24
7.15
7.02
-6.05
-5.88
-5.79
-5.42
-4.82
-0.56
-0.37
-0.27
0.03
0.53
10.5

8

8

25.63
27.26
27.93
28.50
0.85
1.35
1.9
2.5
GDP growth projections (FY21–FY25)
7.4
7.7
8.0
8.4
5.4
5.3
5.12
4.94
12.64
12.79
12.92
13.2
352
387
426
470
89.43
91.88
94.23
96.47

28.93
3

31,499

9.5

35,528

8

40,118

45,414

8.5
4.76
13.3
522
98.6
51,454

FY31

FY41

120,77
5
171,10
0

426,84
0
342,50
0

38,286

39,052

11.7
12.1

11.0
10.0

4.50

2.0

11.11
15.74
3.50

12.0
9.62
1.10

-3.97
6.0

-2.92
6.7

9.0
4.6
14.0
1,087
111.3
121,05
1

9.9
4.4
14.7
3,557
130.9
465,65
0

Source: PRI staff projections based on macroeconomic framework for 8th FYP and PP2041
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Table 17: Export and BoP projections, modest success scenario, FY21–FY25,
FY31–FY41
FY20
Actual

FY21

Merchandise exports
(including EPZ)

32,830

34,471

39,641

43,804

48,622

54,457

Merchandise imports (including
EPZ)

50,691

55,760

62,451

68,696

75,565

83,500

6,770
18,205
-4,849

7,395
25,487
-1,976

7,987
28,035
-1,498

8,626
30,838
-1,370

9,316
33,613
-1,301

10,061
36,638
-1,090

Services exports
Workers’ remittances
Current account balance
Growth scenario
Export growth
Import growth
Service growth
Remittance growth
Exports
Imports
Remittances
Trade balance
Current account balance
Gross foreign exchange
reserves, months of imports
Trade-to-GDP ratio (%)
FDI

FY22
FY23
FY24
Projections ($ million)

FY25

-17.10
5
15
10.5
11
12
-8.56
10
12
10
10
10.5
19.1
9.2
9
9
9
9
10.9
40
10
10
9
9
Trade indicators expressed as % of GDP
10.20
9.79
10.24
10.28
10.35
10.43
15.74
15.84
16.14
16.13
16.08
16.00
5.65
7.24
7.24
7.24
7.15
7.02
-1.51
-0.56
-0.39
-0.32
-0.28
-0.21
5.8
10.5
9
8
7
7
-5.55
25.94
0.52

Real GDP growth (%)
GDP deflator (%)
Nominal GDP growth (%)
Nominal GDP ($ billion)
Exchange rate (Tk/$)

5.2
5.5
9.99
322
86.97

Nominal GDP (Tk billion)

27,964

-6.05
-5.89
-5.84
-5.73
25.63
26.38
26.41
26.42
0.85
1.35
1.9
2.5
GDP growth projections (FY21–FY25)
7.4
7.7
8.0
8.4
5.4
5.3
5.12
4.94
12.64
12.79
12.92
13.2
352
387
426
470
89.43
91.88
94.23
96.47
31,499

35,528

40,118

45,414

FY31

FY41

120,77
5
171,10
0

426,84
0
342,50
0

38,286

39,052

11.7
12.1

11.0
10.0

4.50

2.0

11.11
15.74
3.50
-3.97
6.0

12.0
9.62
1.10
-2.92
6/7

9.0
4.6
14.0
1,087
111.3
12,105
1

9.9
4.4
14.7
3,557
130.9
465,65
0

-5.56
26.43
3.0
8.5
4.76
13.3
522
98.6
51,454

Source: PRI staff projections based on macroeconomic framework for 8th FYP and PP2041
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Annex 1: Action matrix for Post-Covid-19 Export Development Strategy
The
backdrop

Limits of the
current trade
regime

Covid-19
shock and
response

Pillar 1

After two decades of sticking to a set of moribund trade policy dicta – import-substituting industrialisation– that produced neither
industrialisation nor high growth, Bangladesh radically changed course to the new paradigm of export-led growth in the 1990s. It
required deep-seated trade policy reforms described as trade liberalisation, with market orientation and exchange rate flexibility.
That change of course yielded enormous dividends to the nation in terms of superior export performance, accelerated economic
growth, massive job creation and poverty reduction. The time is now ripe for a second burst of trade reforms as the gains from
those first generation reforms are losing strength in the wake of a fast changing global landscape, periodic economic crisis and the
emergence of inherent conflicts in the domestic trade policy regime that are having a deleterious impact on exports and their
diversification. The Covid-19 pandemic presents challenges as well as opportunities to be seized in entering the next decade of
rapid economic progress through another round of modernising reforms. Indeed, this crisis could be the shock that becomes the
trigger for some structural reforms that have become due in the trade area, particularly to address the challenges of global
competitiveness on the one hand and domestic trade policy conflicts on the other. The latter creates anti-export bias sapping
incentives for non-RMG exports with consequent lack of export diversification. To succeed in restoring the strong export
performance of the past, Bangladesh’s government will need to take critical policy actions in the medium and long term, as
indicated below.
Current trade policy is characterised by ‘dualism’ – an exclusive policy for the RMG sector and another policy for the rest. Policies
geared towards the leading export sector – labour-intensive apparel-making – are just right and have proved tremendously
effective by providing the sector essentially with a free trade channel in a high tariff regime. This has put Bangladesh on the
world’s map as a leading RMG exporter. But this policy is not available to other exports (such as agro-processing, footwear and
leather goods, plastics, light engineering products, diversified jute goods and numerous potential exports of labour-intensive
products), frustrating all efforts at export diversification. Some new thinking and strategic new directions in trade policy orientation
will be required in the post-Covid period to sustain long-term robust export performance to drive high growth and export
diversification.
A framework for policy actions.
Time period
Ensure food security by securing import supplies of food grains, and keeping import channels of food products Short-term; to be
and related consumer goods open. Maintain waiver of tariffs on Covid-related medical equipment and
continued in
pharmaceutical products. Ease up export channels to help exports of PPEs (personal protection equipment).
FY2021
Bangladesh Bank eased credit regulations for lending to export-oriented industries. Maintain export incentives
by expanding coverage of EDF and pre-shipment CRS while continuing with the cash incentives.
Addressing the incentive challenge for export diversification
Short, medium
1. The strategic objective will be to make exports (particularly non-RMG exports) more profitable than sales in
and long term
the domestic market. Currently, domestic production of import substitution is protected with high tariffs and
para-tariffs, making domestic sales more profitable, hence more incentivised, than exports. Export subsidies
are the principal mechanism for incentivising exports, but this is restricted by WTO rules (and will be a gross
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violation following LDC graduation) besides being a burden on the exchequer. So the only way to incentivise
non-RMG exports is by reducing or rationalising protection to import substitutes in the domestic market.
2. RMG (which is 100% export-oriented) is largely immune to the domestic tariff regime, given the SBW
scheme (duty-free imported inputs). Granting this facility to all non-RMG exports is one way of striking a
balance between incentives for exports versus domestic sales. Unless this is ensured, non-RMG exports will
have no traction (except jute product exports, which source all raw material locally).

Short to medium
term: FY20–
FY25 Budgets

The imperative of tariff rationalisation
The current tariff structure is archaic and needs urgent reforms. One required priority action is the further
rationalisation and modernisationof the tariff regime.
1. To continue on a path of sustainable export growth with a diversified basket of goods, Bangladesh faces an
immediate challenge to restructure its tariff regime in order to gradually phase out effective protection levels
and anti-export bias – where the trade regime is biased in favour of import substitute production with builtin disincentives against exports. A policy decision must be made to make protection ‘time-bound’ and
‘performance-based’.
2. Average output tariffs (tariffs on consumer goods) rose from 41.3% in FY11 to 47% in FY21, while average
input tariffs (tariffs on basic raw materials, intermediate and capital goods) remained within a band of 12.5% to
13.5%. This protracted divergence between output and input tariffs signals the persistence of a high level of
effective protection. As a policy, this divergence must be reduced over time.
3. There exists unusually high degree of tariff escalation relative to comparators. One approach to reduce tariff
escalation would be to gradually scale back average output tariffs from 47% (FY21) to 15% (by FY25), with
average input tariffs declining from 13.7% to 10%. Since FY31 is the target set for Bangladesh to become an
UMIC, average output and input tariffs should approach 5% (still higher than the current UMIC average of
3.7%).
4. Protection, particularly for those industries that have enjoyed protection for 10 years or more, will have to be
phased out in five to 10 years, with a start being made in the FY22 Budget. Activities that have enjoyed
protection for under 10 years will have to be notified that further protection will be made time-bound and
performance-based – performance can be judged based on output/employment or exports.

Short term: FY22
Budget

Export subsidies and protective tariffs
Besides access to credit at concessional rates, cash export subsidies are the major instruments used for
incentivising exports of two product groups: first are industries that are deemed the highest priority sectors;
and second are activities classified as special development sectors. The net result is what we see: export
subsidies have not fuelled export diversification. The following actions are suggested:
1. The government needs to rethink its trade and exchange rate policies with the twin objectives of promoting
the growth of a diversified export base while ensuring the compliance of trade policies with the WTO. Cash
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subsidies will have to be phased out. This should be associated with a medium-term tariff and a para-tariff
reform programme that substantially lowers trade protection over the next five years.
2. The government should combine subsidy withdrawal with better incentive policies through corrections of the
real exchange rate appreciation and reduction in trade protection. Second, the reform package should provide
better incentives to more than compensate for the withdrawal of subsidies.
3. A combined policy move to reduce tariff protection and depreciate the exchange rate will do wonders for
export growth and diversification, which will then allow the phasing-out of all cash subsidies and tax breaks to
exports by 2024 as required under the SCM Agreement.
4. Prolonged real appreciation of the taka sustained under a rigid management of the exchange rate is
inconsistent with export promotion and export diversification. This rigid exchange rate policy stance must be
reversed without delay.

Pillar 2

Appreciation of the REER and a case for depreciation
Appreciation of the real exchange rate is equivalent to a tax on exports and a subsidy on imports. Between
FY17 and FY20, the REER index rose by 12% annually. This is a huge tax on exports and is not a sustainable
exchange rate policy to support export recovery (growth) or its diversification. This situation needs to be
reversed without delay.
1. More flexible management of the exchange rate has been an important determinant of export performance
in the past. Between FY12 and FY20, the nominal exchange rate of the Bangladesh taka against the US dollar
increased only marginally, from 79 taka to 84.5 taka, implying an annual average depreciation of 0.8%, even
though Bangladesh’s inflation has on average exceeded US inflation by about 4.8 percentage points per year.
To ensure export competitiveness, it is certainly feasible to reverse the appreciation of the taka through a
depreciation of 5–10%, immediately. As for the inflationary consequences of depreciation (main source of
resistance) the time is ripe to make a countervailing downward adjustment to tariffs (without loss of revenue).
One approach: cut the top CD rate of 25% to 23% in FY21–FY22 and follow with a reduction to 20% by FY25.
A 10% depreciation will give exports a needed boost. Associated with this a 10% reduction in tariffs will
neutralise any inflationary effect without loss of revenue. PRI research has demonstrated this is feasible.
Behind-the-border measures for export competitiveness
Along with incentive policies, export competitiveness also depends heavily on cost structure and labour
productivity. These involve policies that are labelled ‘behind-the-border measures for export competitiveness’,
which include, among other things, productivity enhancement and cost reduction through enhancing skills,
revamping logistics, the regulatory regime and trade infrastructure, all directed towards enhancing export
competitiveness. But these are ‘necessary conditions’ for ensuring export competitiveness but not ‘sufficient’
conditions for superior export performance in the Bangladesh context, where export incentives are
overshadowed by protection support to import substitute activities.
Meeting the skills challenge
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The available stock of labour skill is no longer compatible with the needs of the manufacturing sector
evolving under 4IR. Massive effort is needed to upgrade skills through investments in education and
training along with ICT and STEM subjects. While skills represent a long-term challenge, rapid progress
is essential for the next five years.
Improving trade logistics
The LPI ranking is very low relative to China, India, Thailand and Vietnam. Bangladesh must improve this.
During the post-Covid recovery and after Bangladesh graduates from LDC status in 2024, the competitiveness
challenge will intensify. In order to maintain their market share in the more competitive environment, it will be
vital for all the firms to have timely and less costly access to raw materials, maintain their production schedules
and ship their products to their buyers on time.
Improving competitiveness rankings
Bangladesh ranks low in the indexes of various competitiveness-related measures, prepared by the World
Bank and other international agencies. These low rankings imply high trade transaction costs that undermine
competitiveness. Bangladesh should pay close attention to the components of these indexes and make every
effort to improve its rankings on Ease of Doing Business, GCI, etc.
Immediate trade facilitating measures in the Import Policy Order
As a Covid-19 response, regulatory policies underlying international trade must be simplified to reduce the
transaction costs of trade through the following proposed amendments to the IPO:
1. facilitate the availability of medical and pharmaceutical products and equipment
2. safeguard food security by ensuring minimum domestic supply chain disruptions and maintaining smooth
cross-border flow of staple food and edible products
3. introduce temporary measures to alleviate the supply and/or demand shocks from any external trade
restrictions
4. introduce measures to incentivise exports and promote investment in export-oriented sectors of the
economy in order to be ready to take full advantage of demand pick-up during the recovery stage as the
impact of the pandemic fades out globally, as well as in the domestic economy and
ensure Bangladesh’s trade policy and trade regulatory regime remain compliant with global trade rules under
the auspices of the WTO.
Revamping export policy for promoting exports in a post-Covid economic recovery
The following measures to support exporters to maintain jobs and foreign exchange earnings:
 remove all bans, quantitative restrictions and taxes on exports of medical equipment and
pharmaceutical products
 improve export processing by expediting all export applications, licenses and permits.
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Strengthening electricity and transport infrastructure
1. Power. Keeping in mind the rise of projected demand for electricity to 34,000 MW by 2030, the government
is planning to invest around $70 billion in the power sector over the next 15 years. For export success in the
post-Covid period of economic recovery, power or energy shortage must be avoided. Emphasis will also have
to be given to power transmission and distribution and upgrading of grid capacities, as well as energy trade in
the region.
2. Transport. In transport, there is presently excessive reliance on the road network. Implementation of the
inland waterway development strategy should be given high priority. Additionally, much more attention needs
to be given to the issue of inter-modal transport balance based on cost and efficiency. Timely and efficient
project implementation of all projects is critical to maximise the return from transport sector investments.

Pillar 3

Strengthening services exports
The services sector has been a major driver of exports and foreign exchange earnings. The main contributors
have been remittances of workers (export of factor services) and a range of NFS.
1. Harnessing remittance flows for development. Remittances from migrants have positive impacts on poverty
reduction and development, substantially contributing to the achievement of development goals through easing
financial transfers, setting appropriate incentives, improving policy coherence in migration and remittances
policies and facilitating the temporary movement of people. These positive impacts become greater when
remittances can be saved and invested in infrastructures and productive capacity. Continue facilitating
remittance inflows by easing financial transfers (through digital and mobile technology), setting appropriate
incentives, improving policy coherence in migration and remittances policies and facilitating the temporary
movement of people.
2. NFS exports. The largest source of services export (NFS) income is government services (47%). In the
private sector, the four largest service exports are international transport (15%), telecoms and ICT (14%),
business services (13%) and tourism (5%). The remaining 6% comprises a range of services including
financial services. The huge demand for international transport services from trading and passenger traffic
presents a substantial investment opportunity for local investors that needs to be cashed in through proper
public investments in related infrastructure (sea ports and airports, container terminals) and facilitating
regulatory policies. Like the inflow of remittances, receipts from tourism can be a major source of export
earnings. There is enormous potential for export of ICT services where Bangladesh is a relative newcomer.
The 6th and 7th FYPs put considerable emphasis on implementation of the Digital Bangladesh Initiative and
considerable progress has been achieved. An important target for services exports over the next five years will
be to boost the penetration of Bangladesh in the global ICT market. This will lay the basis for longer-term
growth of ICT exports.
The third broad strategy for export expansion in a post-Covid world will require vigorous efforts at
repositioning Bangladesh’s economy in the global marketplace through bilateral, regional and multilateral
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platforms in a post-Covid global trade order. Three options may be pursued: FTA – bilateral and with regional
groups; RTA/PTA – bilateral and regional; and pursuing preferential access under the multilateral (WTO)
umbrella.
1. Courting FTA for rapid market access expansion
A PTA is a limited option as it usually covers a positive list of products for trade/tariff concessions. More
beneficial for export growth is an FTA with another economy (preferably larger) or a regional group (e.g.
SAFTA, RCEP, CPTPP). Typically, Bangladesh should be seeking FTAs in the neighbourhood, with RCEP (or
CPTPP), China, Japan, Malaysia, Thailand, etc. and with those economies that have offered DFQF until
Bangladesh’s graduation from LDC. The larger the partner in an FTA, the greater the potential benefit from
market access. The main challenge in negotiating FTAs arises from Bangladesh’s high and complex tariff
regime, which will have to be pared down substantially before any traction in FTA. Also, there is likely to be
strong resistance to opening up to imports even from one country or group of countries from domestic
industries long used to import restriction under high tariffs. To gain any traction in FTAs, rationalisation and
modernisation of tariffs becomes essential.
2. Improving market access through FDI
Besides bringing better technological and managerial skills, FDI can also promote exports of domestic firms
through the teaching of proper marketing strategies, methods, procedures and channels of distribution. FDI
could also be a major conduit for export diversification through creating value chain integration across borders.
Again, trade openness is critical for this to happen. Investment climate for FDI needs major improvement –
through the formulation of the friendliest rules and generous incentives. Taking a leaf out of the Vietnam
experience should be made a priority. In 2018, total global FDI inflows were estimated at $1.3 trillion, of which
developing countries received $706 billion (54%). Bangladesh received only $3–4 billion and that has shown
no sign of rising. Bangladesh needs to get its act together to claim a larger share of the FDI pie. This needs to
be a major investment financing target over the next five years.

Summary of
priority
actions

3. Post-Covid investment climate strategy
Bangladesh has taken some positive steps to address the serviced land constraint through industrial parks
and SEZs. Speedy completion of all ongoing facilities and making these available in a timely and businessfriendly way will be an important spur of domestic and foreign investment. Partnership with good international
investors that can support technology transfer and create market access abroad and jobs at home could be
the ultimate boost for diversification of exports.
Post-Covid new directions in trade policy for export success
In the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic, the world economy will be a challenging place for exports as
developed and developing economies compete to eke out a market share in a slowly recovering global
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economy. Old ways of running trade policy may not yield results. Bangladesh needs to revamp its trade
(8th FYP and
policy in new directions:
PP2041)
 A new approach to protection policy: Consider reviewing protection policy, scale down the level of
protection and institute a mechanism of time-bound and performance-based protection for importsubstitutes, as well as exports that receive cash subsidies.
 Tariff rationalisation: Recognising that a high tariff regime undermines export competitiveness, NBR must
adopt a strategy of lowering average NPRs by 3–5 percentage points every year until 2025, largely by
reducing the NPR on import substitute consumer goods.
 Access to world-priced (duty-free) inputs to all exports: To replicate RMG success in other labour-intensive
production, the facility of duty-free imported inputs must be provided even to firms that export part of their
total production. As long as the highly protective tariff regime persists, there is no option but to ensure dutyfree access through the bonded system to all exporters desiring to expand exports.
 Competitive exchange rates for all exporters: Exchange rate appreciation hurts exports by making them
less competitive in the world market. An exchange rate depreciation (say, 5–10%) is equivalent to a cash
subsidy across the board for all exports. It is more equitable and transparent than any selective cash
subsidy to specific exports. The inflationary effects originating from higher import prices can be effectively
neutralised by appropriate revenue-neutral tariff adjustments. It will be all but impossible to achieve export
success in the post-Covid world economy if the exchange rate continues to remain appreciated.
 Intermediate goods sector boost: 98% of Bangladesh’s exports are final consumer products, with little or no
intermediate goods in the export basket. Bangladesh needs to exploit the opportunities created by crossborder production networks to produce and export intermediate goods that could be assembled elsewhere.
 Behind-the-border issues for export competitiveness: For effective export promotion, stability of the
macroeconomic environment and effectiveness and smooth functioning of trade and transport
infrastructure and of the financial markets are necessities.
 Access to long- and short-term financing: This must be made available to both large and small exporters in
a country where large numbers of small exporters are unable to scale up their export activities owing to
various constraints.
 FDI boost: Partnership with good international investors that can support technology transfer and create
market access abroad and jobs at home can be the ultimate boost for diversification of our exports. The
Vietnam experience in this regard is one to emulate.
 Government support to open external markets: As trade preferences get phased out over the five to 10
years in developed markets, government assistance and support through embassies will become even
more critical for successful market penetration in the largest global markets, such as the EU, North
America, Japan and emerging economies.
 Policy flexibility to address emerging concerns in a timely manner: Not all good policies always produce
their intended outcome. Experience of successful export economies shows how flexibility in policy
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implementation averts crisis. When a policy does not yield results there should be scope for changing
directions.
Active and strategic participation in trade agreements with regional communities: Bangladesh, which has
benefited from the multilateral regime as an LDC, may use the special dispensation for LDCs for the
remaining years (until 2024) but will have to prepare for the stiffer competition its firms will face in the
global market once the preferential access provision evaporates following graduation. Two regional trading
arrangements that hold tremendous potential for trade and investment are RCEP (ASEAN+) and CPTPP,
which together will constitute the bulk of the Asian and world market of the future. Bangladesh would be
well advised to reach trading arrangements with these groupings. The political economy challenge from
domestic protected industries could be considerable but a breakthrough is essential in this area.
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Annex 2: Trade policy response to the Covid-19 crisis and economic
recovery
Addendum to IPO 2015–2018 for the Covid-19 response
Facilitating importation of medical equipment and related goods
during the Covid-19 crisis
The list of medical items in different categories includes anti-epidemic goods,
manufacturing of masks, medical equipment, medical supplies, medicines, textile raw
materials for masks and coveralls. Table A2.1 lists these items along with the relevant HS
Codes and import taxes prevalent prior to the action taken by the NBR to remove most of
the import taxes and levies as an emergency response to the Covid-19 crisis.
Table A2.1: List of Covid-19 medical items given full duty waiver by NBR
Description

Isopropyl alcohol
Covid-l9 test kits based on
immunological reactions
(DVII)-19 test kits based on PCR
nucleic acid test
Disinfectants in bulk (excluding
for dairy, poultry and agricultural,
in bulk)
3-ply/3-layer surgical mask
3-ply/ 3-layer surgical mask
Protective garments made from
plastic sheeting
Plastic face shields (covering
more than the eve area)
Protective garments for
surgical/medical use
Full body woven suit
impregnated with plastics

Medical protective gear

Protective spectacles and
goggles
Felt of textile materials

HS Code
2905.12.9
0
3002.15.0
0
3822.00.0
0
3808.94.9
1
9018.90.9
0
9020.00.0
0
3926.20.9
0
3926.20.9
0
6210.10.0
0
6210.40.0
0
6210.50.0
0
6211.33.0
0
6211.39.0
0
6211.43.0
0
6211.49.0
0
9004.90.0
0
5602.90.0
0

CD

RD

SD

VAT

AIT

AV

TTI

TTI after
NBR SRO
on tax
exemption

10

0

0

15

5

5

37.0

0.00

0

0

0

0

5

0

5.0

0.00

5

0

0

15

5

5

31.0

0.00

10

0

0

15

5

5

37.0

0.00

5

0

0

0

5

5

15.25

0.00

1

0

0

15

5

5

26.2

0.00

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

25

3

45

15

5

5

25

3

45

15

5

5

25

3

45

15

5

5

25

3

20

15

5

5

89.32

0.00

25

3

20

15

5

5

59.21

0.00

25

3

20

15

5

5

89.32

0.00

25

3

20

15

5

5

63.67

0.00

25

3

10

15

5

5

73.96

0.00

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00
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127.7
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Description
Non-woven, of man-made
filaments, weighing not more
than 25 g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made
filaments, weighing >25 g/m2 but
<=70 g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made
filaments, weighing >70 g/m2 but
<=150 g/m2
Non-woven, of man-made
filaments, weighing >150 g/m2
Non-woven, other than manmade filaments, weighing >25
g/m2 but <=70 g/m2
Non-woven, other than manmade filaments, weighing >70
g/m2 but <=150 g/m2
Non-woven, other than manmade filaments, weighing >150
g/m2
Other fabrics impregnated with
polyvinyl chloride
Textile face mask without a
replaceable filter or mechanical
parts, including surgical masks
and disposable face masks of
non-woven textiles
Covid-19 diagnostic test
instruments and apparatus

HS Code

CD

RD

SD

VAT

AIT

AV

TTI

TTI after
NBR SRO
on tax
exemption

5603.11.9
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.12.9
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.13.9
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.14.0
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.92.9
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.93.0
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5603.94.0
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

5903.10.9
0

25

3

20

15

5

5

89.32

0.00

6307.90.0
0

25

3

0

15

5

5

58.6

0.00

9027.80.0
0

1

0

0

15

5

5

26.2

0.00

Table A2.2: List of essential edible consumer products
List of essential consumer products

HS6 Codes

Cereals (rice and wheat)
Dairy and eggs
Fish
Fruits
Live animals
Meat
Nuts
Spices
Sugar
Vegetable oil and oilseeds
Vegetables

1006.10.10, 1001.11.10
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Addendum to EP 2018–2021 for the Covid-19 response
This Addendum to EP 2018–2021 will be valid until 30 June 2022, unless extended by
MOC if the situation so warrants. This Addendum consists of measures to (i) keep exports
competitive, (ii) maintain export markets, (iii) maintain export profitability and (iv) sustain
incentives for export production over import substitute production.
This Addendum to EP 2018–2021 consists of the following measures:






remove all bans, quantitative restrictions and taxes on exports of medical equipment
and pharmaceutical products (listed in Table A2.1)
waive withholding taxes (e.g. advanced income tax) on all exports; NBR can issue the
relevant SRO
improve export processing by expediting all export applications, licences and permits
and remove those not required to maintain market access or to protect health, safety
and security; MOC can add an executive order and include in this the Addendum to
EP 2018–2021
reimburse exporters that have lost overseas sales VAT paid on inputs in the
expectation that it would be refunded on export, for the duration of the crisis (e.g. RMG
and other exporters using BBLCs to cover input costs to be paid from export proceeds
may have paid reimbursable sales VAT that was lost owing to order cancellation).
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